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5 tr te lent of the Frollem
The problem consisted of campiling’ 9. list of Safety Edu-
cational Films obtainable from various dependable sources.
All films a.vaila' le for public use by these same sources were
to be listed and in addition each film title was to be supple-
mented with e. short description Df the content of the film.
In this manner not only would the person know the films that
were at his disposal
,
but he also could tell within a definite
degree of accuracy, if the film was suitable for his own in-
tended uiroose.
Scone of the Study
The study included a survey of various organizations, pri-
vate companies and colleges that had Safety Education. Films
that could be rented or loaned free of charges. Also, the only
films to be listed were those that could be utilized in the
school situation from the Elementary through the High School
grades
.
Justification in Selection of the Problem
“Educators are learning the value of the newer media which
have good eye and ear appeal. Film lessons are becoming bettei
adapted to their purpose and to pupil audiences . “* From the
previous statement it is obvious that the use of Audio-Visual
Aids in the schools of our country is well est« >liehed. Again,
it should likewise be apparent 'hat no particular aspect of
education should be More important than that of Safety Educe-
='~ 1
-
-
’ ~ - -
. —
American ..ssociation of School Administrators
l°ho Publication-?. S2
4
Dtion for the students of our schools. It is therefore, with
these thoughts in 'ind that the author could, say that the
primary purpose of this paper is to provide a handy source
of information on the many S fety Films th t are available
and also to provide data on where and how they may be obtained
Such information it is thought, could be of decided advantage
to teachers and all others that have to do with Safety Educa-
tion instruction in the schools.
be":' ad. •. f rTocc bu:.. e Lb cd In T...e_ SI. dy
The first problem confronting the author wet to determine
what organizations, colleges etc. were to be surveyed, in order
to provide an adequate Lgt - In Education Films. T
solution of this problem was found in the Eighteenth Yearbook
of the American Association of School Administrators.* herein,
were contained the organizations, colleges and companies that
the Educators of America considered to be a good source of
supply for Safety Films. Tfcile other sources of film refer-
ences ’"ere available it was felt that ?n adequate cross-sectior
of film supply could be compiled by surveying those organiza-
tions offered by our school Administrators.
The following list of organizations
,
companies, etc. were
selected:
-
Aetna Life Affiliated Companies,
151 Farmington Ave., Hertfor, Conn.
Akin and jagshaw . Inc.
.
2Q2F E. Colfax Ave., bmver, Colo.
"Safety Education 11—Eighteenth Yearbook of ti e American
Association of School Administrators—Published in 194-0.

American Automobile Assoc.,
17th & Penn. Ave., N. b. "ash., D. C.
American Legion, Office of the Dept. Adjutant, State Post
American Museum of Natural Hist.
Central Park "est at 79^1 St., IT. Y.
R. £
.
Annie Company
1R0R-07 East Michigan St., Inc iron olie, I .
Aesoc. of School Film Libraries, Inc.,
9 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y.
Atlas Educational Film Company, Oak Prk, 111.
Automobile Club of Southern Calif
. ,
Los Angeles, Cal.
United World Films Inc., Rockefeller Ct
. ,
:
T
. Y.
Bray Pictures Coro.,
729 Seventh St.
,
N. Y.
,
IT. Y.
The Calvin Comp.,
26th & Jefferson Streets, Kansas City., Mo.
Chevrolet Not or Car Comp., Detroit Mich.
Cinema Incorporated,
23^ Clarendon St., Poston, Mass.
Columbia Pictures :oi oration,
57-^7 Church ot
.
,
ioston, Mass.
Cycle ir . act of America, Chanin Building T. Y. Y.
William M. „ennis Fil 1 Libraries,
2506 V T 7th St., Los Angeles , Calif.
William H. Dudley Visual Educ. Service
7~o South ' rob- sh Ave., Chicago.

Eastman Kodak Co,, Rochester, . Y.
Employers Mutual Insurance Co., Wausau, Tie.
Federal "*orks Agency, Wash.
,
D. C.
Film Center
2R West 4Rth St., IT. Y. N. Y.
Fil Cl'- s ic Exchange,
505 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Films Inc.
,
330 Test 42nd St., IT. Y. ». Y. •
Films of Commerce,
21 West 46th St., N. Y. N. Y.
Fireman's Fund Indemnity Co.,
116 John St.
,
:
T
. Y. ”. Y.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Firestone Park, Akron, Trio
William J. Ganz. Co.,
19 Fast 47th St., N. Y. 11 . Y.
General Elec. Co., Schenectady, T. Y.
General Rotors Corp., IT. Y. Y.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio
Walter 0. Gutlohn Inc.
,
35 West 4Rth St., IT. Y. F. Y.
Barfilms Inc.,
oOO Baronne St., Ner Orleans, L?
.
Ideal Pictures Corp.,
2S East gth St., Chicago, 111.
.

IIndustry film Inc.
,
3634 Sunset Boulevard, Bollywood, Calif.
Inst. Of Makers Of Explosives
3 1+3 Lexington Ave., M. Y. Y. Y.
International Assoc. Of Chiefs Of Pod ice, Safety Div.
170^ Judson Ave
. ,
Evanston, 111.
International Assoc. Of Electrical Inspectors,
153 East 44-th Street, Y. Y. Y. Y.
John Hancock Life Ins. Co,. Boston, Mass.
Keystone View Co., Meadvi lie
,
Pa.
Lewis Mil Service,
103 East 1st. St., ,ri chita, Kane.
Co*
,
Hetro-Coldwyn-Mayer
^6 Church St., Boston, Lass.
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., Y. Y. ' . Y.
Mogul
1
1 s
6S West 48th St., ' T . Y. Y. Y.
National Conservation Bureau,
60 John St
. ,
IT. Y. Y. Y.
National Council Y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau
34-7 Madison Ave., Y. Y. Y. Y.
19 South LaSalle St., C ' cago
,
111.
35^ Turk St., San Francisco, Calif.
National Fire Protection Aeeoc.
222 ". Adams, Chicago, 111.

Fationr-l Fort:
a
^07 South Dearborn 3t., Chicago, 111.
Hatione.l Botion Pictures Co., Hooresville,
llatioru 1 Safety Council Film Service
20 N. acker Drive, Chicago, 111.
Paramount Pictures, Inc.,
5S-62 Berkeley St., Boston, Bass,
pennzoil Co
,
Oil City, Pa.
Portland Cement Assoc.,
10 High St., _oston, Hass.
Pyrene Manufacturing Co.
,
760 Belmont Ave., Nerark, IT . J.
Eockrooc Sprinkler Co.,
7? Harlow St., "orcester, Base.
Safety Engineering Magazine
75 Fulton St.
,
N. Y. H. Y.
School Films, Inc.,
79J n Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood,
Society For Visual Educe . Inc.
,
100 Erst Ohio St., Chicago, 111.
Teaching Film Custodians* Inc.,
25 Vest 4jrd St., IT. Y. N. Y.
Travelers Ins. Co., Hartford Conn.
Alan 5. Twvmpn
I
Calif.
29 Central Ave., Dayton, Bio

Underwriters L-' oratories
,
Inc.,
lSl Sixth Ave.
,
IT. Y. !T . Y.
U. S. bureau Of Mines
4300 For es St., Pittsburgh., Pa.
U. 3. Dept* Of Agriculture, Motion Pictures, Wash, D. 0.
U. S. Dept. Of Labor, 'ash., D. 0.
7elsh Studios,
25th St., and Lehigh Ave., Phila.
,
Pa.
Thole e one Films Service,
4-3 Melrose St., 3oston, Mess.
Elwood Bancroft,
126 E. Columbia Ave., Battle Creel: Mich.
Buffalo Museum Of Science, Buffalo, U. Y.
California State Dept. Of Industrial Relations,
San Francisco, Calif.
Columbus Safety Council, Columbus, Ohio
Ore? ter Yev York Safety Council,
60 East 42nd ^-pr' x . y. Y. II . Y.
Keystone Automobile Club, -road. & Vine St., Phila.
,
Pa.
Mass. Safety Council
31 State St., Boston, Mass.
Port of N. Y. Authority,
111 Eighth Ave., N. Y. K. Y.
Boston Univ.
,
School of Education, Boston, Mass.
%
Univ. Of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.

Indiene Univ., Bloomington, Ind.
Iowa Stete College, Dies, Iowa
Univ. Of Kansas, Lawrence, Kens.
Univ. ''f Michigan, Ann Ardor, Hich.
Univ. Of U. K.
,
Durham, U. H.
Univ. Of South Carolina, Columdia, S. C.
Univ. Of Tennessee, Knoxville, Term.
State College of 'dsh.
,
Pullman, Tash.
To each of the above sources of film supply was .sent a
personal letter, requesting a listing in annotated form if
possible, of all the films that they had avail? le for public
use. In a few cases it was necessary to send a second letter
before the desired information was obtained.
Classification Of Data
— — —
As the various cata' 6, booklets, etc., were received
it became apparent, after considerate study of the material
offered that not all of these sources offered films, Slides,
etc. that could be used in the schools and as a result would
be; omitted as a further reference or source of film supply.
The following listing are those that offered films,
slide film or lantern slides that could be used in the schools;
Aetna Life Affiliated Companies p.l
Akin and Ba,gshaw P.l
American Automobile Association p.2
American Museum Of Natural History I
.
fy
_
<
.
*
R. 3. Annie Company P.7
Automobile Club Of Southern California P.7
United ' orld Films Inc. P.3
Employers Mutual Insurance Co. P.9
Film Center P.10
Films Of Commerce Co. P.ll
Ceners.l Motors P.ll
The Institute Of Makers Of Explosives P.12
International Association Of Chiefs Of Poll
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. P.13
Moduli’ s Co. P. l4
The national Board Of Fire Underwriters F. 1 4-
National Council P.15
national Fire Protection Association P.lb
National Safety Council P.l6
Pyrene Manufacturing Co. P.23
Society For Visual Education Inc. P.
Teaching Film Custodians Inc. P . 29
Travelers Insurance Company P.JO
Underwriters Laboratories Inc. P-30
U. S. Eureau Of Mines P.30
U. S. Dept. Of Agriculture P .31
Buffalo Museum Of Science p.31
Urea ter New York Safety Council P .32
Massachusetts Safety Council • P-33
Boston University, School of Education P.y4

University Of Colorado, Extension Division
low? S;-te College
University O' Michigan, Extension Service
University Of Her He .per ire
University Of South Caroline,, Extension Division
University Of Tennessee, Division Of Extension
State College Of Washington, College Ext.
P.33
P.3S
.
' Q
p.4l
pA3
In addition to these sources of film supply, six more
e added 8 a direct result of writing to other companies.
No letters rere sent to these organizations, but their ma-
terial was received anc proved to be useful in compiling the
finished result.
T e s e sources i nc 1 ud ec :
-
Eicycle Institute Of America, Inc. P.W-
122 East ^-2nd Street, N. Y. N. Y.
Bureau Of Com .unications research, Inc.
12 East lUtth. Street, N. Y. U. Y.
P.44
Dept. Of Education, Comm, ui Massachusetts P.^5
200 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.
Dept. Of Public Heath-State of Illinois
301 East Monroe St., 8pringfield, 111.
Panorama Pictures F.^7
793^ Santa Lionica, Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif,
"estern Actuarial Bureau P.4-7
222 West Adams St., Chicago, 111.
.
In listing the offerings of each organization both lo a c
7 R millimeter sound enc silent films were included es -re-re ell
slice films or lantern slides.
In classifying ell films offered, six general divisions
were utilized throughout. 1 e
;
20 sisted of; —
Fire Prevention
Home And Farm Safety
Highway Ana Bicycle Safety
Recreational Safety
Industrial Safety
First Aid
After stating all pertinent films offered by each company
and type of film a notation follows, indicating the general
charges of these films and information concerning the postage
charges
.
Following a listing of the films offered y each company
the author gathered together under the seme six divisions the
films offered by all the companies under each division and
annotated them.
In annotating the films it was naturally impossible to
personally view all the films °nd therefore the writer de-
pended greatly on the review placed on each film by each or-
ganization. Most of the films ere handled by more than one
company or any one college and by comparison of content sum-
mary, it is believed, that a fair analysis of each film was
arrived at.
=~'"' ~ ~
-
- -
:

Again, while annotating; the films the author desired to
state the age or school grade level for which the film res
best suited. Once again
,
by co isor. of material p.t hand
the author arrived at That he considered to be the general
collective opinion of • -those organizations offering the fil .s
for sale on rental.
An alphabetical listing of all annotated films is offered
in the hotter pages in order to foci" it? te looting ” riv
desired film for content material.
The following symbols were used the ut:-
pr-primary
el-eleraenta ry
Ji-junior igh school
' e -• ' iior i- ...
l6mm.-l6 millimeter
J Rmu . - v p millimeter
si-silent
80- sound

Films Offered. By Va rious Organi2at ione
el J j ' 3 - 1
___
t . .
Farmington Ave., Hartford, Oonn.
fire Prevent i on
Friend or Foe l6mm. So. Color
IIo Time to Lose 16mm. So.
.Bo .e F- rn Safety
There's ITo Place Like Home l6mm. So. Kodschrome
Higher y - no Bicycle Safety
Champions at the "'heel lorn. . So. Kodachrome
Be are'
t
ion- 1 Safety
Aim for Safety l6mm. So. Color
Safety Ahoy l6mm. So. Color
Hook, Line and Safety lomrn. So. Color
NOTE; -All films available without charge. Films sent prepaid
but returned at borrower's expense.
kin and fa^sha
I
t 0 .
.
2023 E. Colfax Ave., Cenver, Colo..
Fire Prevention
Fire Protection lomrn. Si.
Fire Safety l6mm. Si.
Fire Prevention Imam. Si.
Home end F^rm Safety
Sa.fety at Home l6mm. Si.

lr r I c
.
,
( Con ' t
.
)
Hi"' ----- ^ no _ i re' e n- f et^~
Bicycling' with Complete Safety lomm. So. Si.
Hit and Run I river 1 omrn . So.
Street Safety lSm . Si.
Adventure of Jimmy lhmr . Si.
Speaking- of Safety loin- . Si.
n.ec , c-' tionel Se fety
Safety at Play lomm. Si.
Vacation Safety lomm. Si.
NOTE: -All films, rental $1.00 a day plus transportation both
ways
.
Americ; t ic'.ile As. : tion
17th end. Penn. Ave
. ,
K.7. Hash., D. C.
v
l. ~nn^ . no .'ic-clc Sa ^e^y
America's Safest City lomm. So. Si.
Bicycling1 '”'ith Complete Safety l6mrn. So. Si.
Bill’s Bike l6mra. Si. Color
Death Takes A Detour lomm. Si.
Handlebar Hazards lomm. Si.
How Patrols Operate iSmm. So. Color
Once Upon A Time l6mm. ,35miri - So. Technicolor
On Guard For Safety l 6mm: So. Color

-. Me A£ i ( n-r. 1 1 .
)
Hi ' i nc Bicycle o? fety ( Con
On Two "heels 1 Hrn .
.
,
So.
Pedal Pushers 1
6
mm Si.
Points For Pec' -' lers 1
6
mm
.
So
.
Sa fety Patrol l om . So
.
School Safety Pat role lei. . Si.
5 e ing Of Safety l6mm
. , 35mDtt * Si*
Spinning Spokes l6mrr. . Si.
Street Safety For Primary traces lomrn . Si
Street Safety For Advanced Grades lomrn . 3
Trainee To Serve l6mm. So. Color
Why Be A Goose’5 Ibmr
.
, 35 1::! - Si.
Heedless Hurry, Endless "orry loin: . Si. S
Play It Safe 3
5
r-nrn • So.
Steps To Safety 16mm. So.
Tatch Your Step 3
5
rnri • So.
Ye Ti o ”alk l6mrn. Si.
A Knight Falls 1cm.-. Si.
Around The Corner l6mm. So.
Automobile lubrication lomm. Si.
Current Flashes 16mm. So.
Curve Control l6mi . So.
Down The Gasoline Trail l6 vim
Fire Control l6mm. So.
Free Air l6mm. So.
So.
'
A'.i€ : 1 — A 't i Tr Ac foci; A
i
.
.. ( Co: ’ t
. }
~
'
-ic iic ,r cle Safe ty (cc 1 1
.
)
Get hinr l6m . So.
Horse power l6mrn . So
.
Horse Sense In Horsepower lo r. . So.
Kydreul ics 1 om, , . So
Knights On The Highway l6rn... So.
Learning About Turning l6mra. So.
Ho Slips, ITo Skids, Ho Terrors l6m:n.
, 35U;1 - So.
On The Level l6mm . So.
Power l6mm. So.
Power Within lorn:...
, 3
5
mrn • Si.
Riding The Film l6min. So.
Short Stops l?mr. . Si.
Smooth Starts l6- : . So.
Soft Pedal lomm. So.
Spiring Levers lomu. So.
Stop That Car lorn .. So.
Tench Them To Drive lornm. So.
The Tip-Off l6raia.
,
So.
Turnabout Han 3 5ma So.
We Drivers 16mm., 35ram * So.* Si.
"hen You Hnov loni>:i. So.
Where Mileage Begins 1$mm
. , 3
5
mra • So.
A'ith Care l6mm. So.
And Sudden Death lSmm. So.

: iFric- ' v vt o . Pile on ( Cor 1 t
.
)
Hi-hT -'~ r -no , ic; c 1 e S^fct" ( c :m ' t
.
)
Coffins On 'Theels J Smm . So.
Death ’lever Takes A Holiday l6rrri. Si.
Drunk Driving 35rnm - So.
Formations 1 omm
. , 35m " ri * So.
Goofs l6mm.
, 35 rilllJ * Si.
Guilty l6mm. So.
Hell Wouldn't Have Him lorn: . So.
Highway Mania l6mra. So.
Hit And Run Driver 35rnra * So.
It's 7/ant on Murder l6mrn. So.
Learn To Live l6mm. So.
Safe Roads lomm
. , 3
5
mm • So.
Screwdrivers And Screw Js^s l6mn. So.
The Chance To Lose l6mm. So.
The Devi 1 Is Driving 35rnra - So.
The Other Fellow l6m 35m- 1 • So.
The Right To Drive lomm. So.
X Marks The. Spot l6mm. So.
Automotive Mechanical Training Kit-Set 1 & 2 35mm - Si. Slide
Dangerous Trails So. Slide
Defensive Driving So. Slide
If It Happens So. Slide
Inertia So. Slide
Making Your City Safe So. Slide

c
o
:e :ic - .u t-~ ~ "e ..s ' : d 'I r. ( Co r * t.
)
Hi le . ~'ety ( . *t
.
)
Fight Driving So. Slide
Fo Use Skidding So. Slide
Pilots Of The Highway So. Slide
Safe Seeing-Sefe Driving So. Slice
Safety In Numbers So. Slide
5 ! Lo ! Live] So. Slide
Traffic Safety 35mm ' So.
Triangle Of Safety 35m:1 - So.
You Bet Your Life So. Slide
First Aid
First Steps In First Aid. l6mm. So.
Kelp ’Tantec lomra. So.
Life Severs Of The Highway So. Slide
NOTE: -For most films there is no charge. However, other
films do have rental char-res end certain films may he
ourchased
.
American Museum Of Fa tural v ietorv
Central P-n rk Test at 79th St., N. Y.
Pome end Farm Safety
Safety Ir. The Home lomm. So.

_i ' '
I~ i" i." ; y -:c .-,1 cclc 3g Fet^
The Chance To Lose l6mu. So.
NOTE:
-Jl.50 © day per film plus cost of transport tion
ooth ways.
R. 3. Annie Cornea ny
I 5O 5-O7 East Michigan it., Indianapoli s , Ind.
Fire Prevention
Stop Forest Fires l6mm. So.
-ec e-tio.-icl P - rr i
y
Learn To Swim l6mm. So.
NOTE; -Service li to 3 i le radius of Indianapolis
$2.00 a day per film plus shipping .oth ways.
etc poll s C~ u'. Of c m them Oc t j P ; , i
p
Public Safety Dept. Los Angeles, California
;
"1 films that a,re handled by the A. A.A# can p lso
be obtained from the organization with the same charges
as stated.

gF i c
^ r’ -"’
. I io .
Rockefeller Center, New York 20
,
IT. Y. Fox .erlu
___1 Fil Lv. 12 1-15 Larchmont Ave . ,
Chicago, 111 .
Fire Prevention
More Dangerous Than Dynamite l6mm. 80.
One Match Can Do It l6mm. So.
r i -v." - y r nc. _i cycle c ' tp
Everybody* s Business l6ram. So.
Highway Mania l6mn. So.
Horse Sense And Horse Power lomrn. So.
Foot Faults l6mm. So.
Bicycling With Complete Safety l6mrn. So.
Spinning Spokes l6mm. So.
re ore? t i 3ns 1 S'- f c
Then Came July l6mm . So.
Learn To Swim lornm. So.
Swim And Live l6mm. So.
Sink Or Swim l6mm. So.
First Aid
Bleeding-Resuscitat ion-SLock ' lom .
. So.
Treatment Of Wounds And Burns l6rmn. So.
First Aid In Fractures l6mm. So.
Transporting The Injured l6mm. So.
The Human Body In First Aid lomm. So.
NOTE; -Price of film rental varies depending on individual
film
—
plus transportation costs.
1 * 7 - 7 --.- - :r. . r. -T=r:— -=—

Employers Mutual Insurance Co..
Wausau, "If cons in
Five Prevention
Fight That Fire l6mm. So.
Preventing Fires Through Electrical Safety
The Fire Thief J>5m • So. Filin Strip
e Anc F- v : 'rt"
Sentinels Of Safety 1 vv- . So.
Safe All Around 35mm * So. Film Strip
Double Trouble J Smm . So. Film Strip
y me - icicle Safety
Driving; Hazards l6mm. So.
Chance To Lose l6mm. So.
Guilty lomm. So.
Highway llania l6mm. So.
Hit And P.un Driver 1 omr . So.
Forsesense Vs. Horsepower lorn ' . So.
Teach Them To Drive lorn. . So.
Fe ’’ho '"a Ik l6mm. So.
Bicycling ’"ith Complete Safety lomm. So.
Bill's Bike lomm. Si.
Handle Bar Hazards lomm. Si.
Spinning Spokes l6mn. Si.
Safety Patrol lomm. So.
Wisconsin Schoolboy Patrols l6mm. Si,
Sentinels Of Safety lomm. So.
lomm. So.

IV- -1 • ers hut 1, - I Iru : - ce Co
. ( Co: ' t
.
)
Dangerous Trails J Rmm . So. Film Strip
Are Your Feet Hilling You? 33 ; 1 • So. Film Strip
’
To Use Skidding 35mm - So. Film Strip
Indus tri - 1 Safety
For Safety's Sake lomm. So.
To Live In Darkness iSrar.. . So.
Right Or. The rose lomm. So.
The Eyes Have It 35mm * So. Film Strip
My Eye Deal 35m! • So. Film Strip
First hie
Before The Doctor Copies lom .. So.
First Aid In Transporting Fractures l6mm. Si.
Open For Infection 3
5
mia
- So. Film Strip
NOTE: -These films are available without charge-except
postage one way.
Film Cent er
2R Test 4-Rth St., Clew York 19, N. Y.
TV me : r. ' F. Safety
Safety; ' egins At Home l6mm. So.
r i
^
~ ^ : :
"
_ i c'cVe Safety
Highway Mania l6mra. So.

? Qg'. t£I ( C or. ' t . )
I- i ; r.f -H:; cle or ~c h- ( con 1 1
.
)
Safety To Ana From School l6mra. So.
Bicycling Witl 3 plet<e Safety l6mm. So.
;.c a re,- ti 1 Safety
S^i.n Or Sink lorm . So.
Swimming For Berinnere 16mm. So.
First Aic.
Help Wanted l6mm. So.
NOTE: -Each film has a rental charge plus payment of
postage both ways.
Films Of C o:-, erce Co . .
21 best 46th Street, Hew York, . Y.
Hi rhw&y and Bicycle Safety
Speaking Of Safety l6raiu. So.
NOTE:-This film loaned free of c e.
"c : _ - 1 Ho to: &
1775 Broadw&y Hew York, 19, Y.
Hi -'hrr y end -i l c~'cle Sr det;
The Tip-Off l6mm. So.

'
-
( C 1 1
.
)
Highway ..c ri cycle Sc 1 c (con't.)
"e Drivers lornm. So.
The Other Fellow lo lm. So.
Behinc The ‘heel lomra. So.
On Two V. heels l6mm. So.
Se lety Patrol l6mm. So.
E; - rental charge-however
,
"borrower ust
transportation loth ways.
T f Inc t 7 c . : T ..c ' 1 , e
,
3^3 Lexington Ave., New York lo, IT. Y.
.c or re l - nel Sr let"
Blasting Cap 16mm. So Color
.
. charge except transportation.
I ] - .
'
i r
'.To.',. 7T
•• e . ter .. University T . . file Icy titr.te
170 ’4 Juason Ave., Evanston, 111.
Highway s.nc Bicvcle Se let”
i. nm — — — .. 1 11 . —
Horse Sense In Horse power lom . Si.
On Two '7heels 16 . i. So.

I r t c r ' iv ; „£ v ~ 1 :, n 1 ' f r- ",
"
~
• c ' C . ’ t. }
y.i' . • f - r :-.u lie; cle Sr "ft" ' c . 1 1
.
)
Teach Them To Drive l6mm. So.
7e Drivers lomra. Si.
Are Your Feet Killing You? 35mm • So. Slide
Screwdrivers And Scre T~jsys 16 m,. i. So.
Chance To Lose l6m . So.
It's "anton Murder lomra. So.
Death Talks The Highway 35rn - • So. Slice-
Inertia. 3 Tram . So. Slide
To Use Skidding 35m • So. Slice
Safe Seeing—Safe -riving 35mr - So. Slide
Stop I Look .’And Live.' 3? • So. Slice
Mary Jones Groes To Court l6m .. So. Slide
The cither Fellow 3
5
rarn So. Slide
NOTE: -All films e borrowed without charge except forV X
the cost of shipping to and from Evanston.
. c ;i ' it, r L ife I'.sur- roe Co . .
1 Madison Ave.
,
'"elfere Div.
,
Mew York, U. Y.
hi--'. - a no 1 ic~ cle Safety
Once Upon A Time 35mm - > l6mm. Sc. Tech icolor
NOTE:—Rental free, postage charge only.

•> 1 1 •• C
'
. .
63 feet 4-gth St., :T . Y. N. Y.
~
"
c :t;~
'Bicyclin?’ "ith Safety lomm. So.
Le=>rn To £ 7, im l6mm. So.
Lifesaving lorm . So.
NOTE: -$1.00 a film per day, plus postage.
'I _..e Nati n?.l F i^e j
.
_ c
-
" c ~
:
s
SB John Street, New York City, 7> - T - Y.
fire . re ve . -tion
Before The Alarm lomm. So.
Sixty Seconds To Safety lomm. So.
More Dangerous Then Dyne it e lomm. So.
One Match Can Do It lomm. So.
Fight That Fire l6mm. So.
Trees For Tomorrow lomm. So.
The Chemistry Of Fire lomm. So.
NOTE:—All films available without cost—transportation
one way onljr.
!#
I
Ilati: 1 C \ ,«;:cil Y ... . . J .-w.*
-
-
' — *— ' 1 ‘ — —
Motion Picture bureau
3^7 Ladison Ave., 7. Y. : . Y.
351 Turk It., Saa Francisco, California
19 South LaSa 11b St., Chicago, 111.
1700 Patterson Ave., Dallas, Texas
r i e „ c v c . . ; i .
.
Stop Forest Fires lcrim. So.
Safety Begins At Horae lornm. So.
Drunk Driving1 l6mm. So.
The Hit And Run Driver lor:. So.
Once Upon A Time lornu. So.
Tie Drivers lomrn. So.
-.ec-.e t.R -nel Se fety
Learn To Sv/im l6mm. So.
Scout Methods Of Waterfront Safety 16mm. So.
Industrial Sc fety
Safety In The Shop lSm. 11 . So.
Fi rst
Help -/anted l6m>.;. So.
NOTE;-Many films free
—
others have a rental fee
transportation charges.

tonal Fire Protection Association
22? ’’/.Adams
,
Chicago, 111.
Fire Prevention
Fight That Fire l6mrn. 3o.
Chemistry Of Fire l6mrn. So.
Electrical Safety 16mm. Si.
Fire S. fety l6mm. 5 i ,
3
5Tnm •
Flame Facts l6mm. So.
It Hight Have Been You lom ..
, 35inr • Si.
Fiore Dangerous Then Dynamite l6mm. So.
One Match Can Do It l6mm. So.
Prevent Forest Fires lomm. So.
Sixty Seconds To Safety l6mm. So.
Smoke l6mm.
,
3^ ram * Si.
Then Came July 5^ 16mm. So.
NOTE:-No rental charge— sent e: ress collect and the
recipient is expected to return them express prepaid.
F" - 1 o - - c 1 Srfc!-^ Cou.-.cil
20 ". acker Drive, Chicago, 6, 111.
F i r e P_-evc :t io
^alk— Do Not Run l6mm. Si.
Sixty Seconds To Safety l6mm. So.
In Case Of Fire Si. Film Strip

'i ~ l -.ft:, Council (0- ' t.)
hire Preve. t i on ( cor. ' t.)
Flame Facts l6mm . So. Color
The AFC Of Fire l6mr. So. Color
The Use Of Fire Extinguishers Si. Film Strip
Fire Si. Fil Strip
The Fire Thief So. Fil n Strip
Control Of Flammable Liquids 16 .m. So.
il Fires, Preve tion And Extinguishment lorn . So.
Fire Prevention And Other Precautions In "eld in:- And
Cutting- Si. Film Strip
Fight That Fire l6mm. So.
Stop Forest Fires lomn.
, 35mrn - So.
One Match Can Do It lorn; ... So.
Siren lomm.
, 35ram - So.
The Red Poacher l6mm. So.
Chaparr a 1 l6mm . Si.
Smoke 1 6mm. Si.
T'en Thousand Fires l6ram. So.
Forest Fires Or Came lorn:;!. So. Si.
It right Have Been You lornm. Si.
Firemen Of The Forest lornm. So.
One Lid: Method Of Fire Fighting 16mm. So.
Electrical Safety lomra. Si.
Fire Prevention
Approved By The Underwriters 16mm., 35mm * So.

IS
__
1 -oil ( Con 1 1 .
)
Fire rrevetion ( con 1 1
.
)
More Dangerous Tha.n Dynamite l6m;a. So.
A Word To The Wise 1 omra . So.
Fire S? ~ety loin! . Si.
Bad Master lSmr . So.
Bo Time To Lose l6mm. So.
Safeguard America Against F'ire lorn;
.
, 35rnra - So.
r
'orst Of Farm Disasters lorn.
.
, 35 mrr; - So.
Farr.' Fire So. Film Strip
Before The Alarm l6mm.
, 35mm - So.
Fire Protection l$mm. Si.
Ko.-C F. n. cn:et: r
Safe All Around So. Slice Film
Kan-Handled So. Slide Film
Safety _egins At Home 16mm. So.
Safety At Home l6m . . Si.
Home And Play l6mm. Si.
Safe Use Of Tools lomrn. So.
Prevention Of Burns lomrn. Si.
Home Safety Si. Film Strip
Home Safe Home l6mm.
, 35mm * So*
Homemade Trouble So. Slide Film
Safety In The Home lomrn. So.
Four Point Safety Home l6mrr.
. , 35mrn - So.
Plan For Safety Si. Film Strip

; ti ,n- 1 : ~ f e t Council ( Cor 1 t
. )
Home Anc Far' . Sr :Pet y (cor. 1 1
.
)
Whet price Hap iness l6mr:. So.
Road To Safety l6mra. Si.
It's Your Home—Plan It Safely So. Slice Film
Safety In The Home Si. Film Strip
vrrhy Hot Live lomm. So. Si.
iiy Moc' el Farm lomm.
, 35mm - So.
Farm Inconveniences loro
. ; 35mn * So.
Dangerous Dusts l6m i. So.
A Stitch In Time l6mm. So.
Do You Hnoy Si. Film Strip
F^rm Sp?et 3y Series So. Slide Film
Seven million Hands So. Slide Film
Strictly Personal So. Slide Film
Hand Helpers So. Side Film
Let’s Be Friendly So. Slide Film
Treasure Chest So. Slice Film
Little Things Count lorrr
.
, 35rrrn • So.
Model For Safety l6m
.
, 35mr - So.
Hi "I.'-;- _ level c 3
?
'
t
"
Ho Use Skidding So. Slide Film
Defensive Driving: So. Slide Film
Mind Over Motor So. Slide Film
Traffic Jam Ahead So. Slice Film
Hit And Run Driver l6mm. So.

20
1 • " m
'v t~ C ( Con 1 1
.
)
Yi-'h ' ic Sic cTc 5 - : cty ( con '
t
. )
Safety Champions l6mm. So.
Parade Of Champions lomm. So.
Forms t i ons 1 6m-
.
, 3 Finn . So.
Teach Them To Drive lorn .. So.
The Chance To Lose lornm. So. Si.
Live And Let Live lomm. Si.
Screwdrivers Of 19^-0 lomm. So.
Safety On The Highway 3.6ma. Sc.
l6aa . So.
It's TJp To Us l6m
.
, 35m?u - So.
horse Sense In Horse Power lu .... So.
Over Here l6ra. . So.
The Han At The "Heel l$mm. So.
The Tip-Off Loam.., 35m '- So.
Inertia So. Slide Film
Uncie Jin Hell? 1 Em 1 6mm . So
.
We Drivers l6mm. So. Si.
Second Comiri - nc inent 1
6
. Si.
Turn?' out lien lom :. So.
The Other Fellow l6mm.
, 3
5
mm - So.
ft
Guilty 1 6mm. So.
X Marks The Spot l6mm. So.
^rivinm Hazards l6mm. Si.
Safety Factors Si. Film Strip

'• i ^ 1 Safety " ' C ' J . )
} i~ ' - -v i ~~ clc n "t" ( cc J t
.
)
"lien You Know 16mm. So.
Your Driving1 Habits loin^. So.
The Periodic Che c up Ion .. So.
So You Went A Driver 1 s License So. Slice Fil
Tight Driving So. Slide Film
.'/hen Day Is Done So. Slice Film
"as It Forth Fhile? loram. So.
Testing The Drinking Jriver So. Slide Film
Drunk Drivers l6mm. So.
Short Stops lomra. So.
Goofs l6mm. Si.
Carelessness i Sn. . So.
On Record So. Slide Film
Stop This Hilling l6rnrn So.
The Othe-^ Fellow So. Slice Film
Highway Mania l6mm. So.
Screwdrivers And Screwj&ys 16mm. So.
Safe P.oads Ioann., “5mra * So.
Mary Jones Coes To Court So. Slide Film
Death Takes ”o Holiday So. Slice Film
Just A Thought l6mm. Si.
Death ’Falks The Highway So. Slice Film
Steps To Safety l6mm. So.
Ho Time *or Coolers So. Slide Film

:
-- t . i - rc h.v nil ( Co: 1 1
.
)
I-Ii" V d _l : -'clc R : :e Ji-' ( Cor. ' t
.
)
Stop? Look.1 And Live.' So. SlideFilm
Are Your ~eet hillin': You? So. Slide Film
He eel ess Hurry—Endless Worry l6mm. So.
Foot Faults l6rn.r . So.
We Who Walk lorn . Si.
The Chance Of A Lifetime Si. Film Strip
Adventures Of The Walkers lSmm. So.
Learning To drive So. Sli e Film
Safe And Sene driver’s Course l6mm. Si.
Youth Takes To The Highway l6mm. 3i. Color
Tomorrow’s drivers lSmm. So.
Once Upon A Time 16mm. So. Color
Life's Too Short l6mm. Si.
r
,
’Fatin' And 'Rithmetic id. . Si.
Six Steps To S&fety So. Slice Film
Know Your Coors l6mra. Si.
Street Safety—For Primary Grades loram. Si.
Street Safety—For Advanced Grades 16mm. Si.
Why £e e Goose? idmm. Si.
Danger On The Street l6mm. Si.
1-2-3 Go.' iSmrn. So.
Safety To And From School l6mm. So.
Dangerous Trails So. Slide Film
Safety First Si. Film Strip
_
1/ ^ y Cou ' i] 'C‘ 1 1
.
)
..i ' ...~ - ~ a nc ' ic;-":; r ( Co n't.)
Home To Scliool l6mm. Si. Color
Speaking Of Safety
How To Cross A Street 1 6m . Si.
Between The Lines l6mm. Si.
Safety On Two "heels Si. Film Strip
ty Petrol Si. Film Strip
Safety In A Machine Age Si. Film Strip
Safety Patrol 1 o:...,. 3c .
1e Operate l6 ..... So. Color
Petrol Protection l6rnr- . Si.
School Safety Patrols 1$ m. Si.
Wisconsin School Patrols 1' . Si.
On Cuard For Safety r . So. Color
Safety On The Streets l6r . Si.
Handlebar Hazards lorn . Si. Color
On Two Wheel8 16mm. So.
The Bike Parade l6mm. So.
Spinning Spokes l6rnm. Si.
Bill’s Bike lomm. Si. Color
Pedal Pushers l6mm. Si.
The Safety Sleuth lomm. Si. Color
Pedal Your ray To Pleasant Places l6mm. Si.
Jack Finds a Way lomm. Si.
Bicycling With Complete Safety l6ram. So. Si.

. .'.I-
.
__ _
S- ;
L
~ Jov-:cil ( Co '
J
:
.
)
h_ ...' : ~ - c oi cycle £ = ::c { Con * t
.
)
Seventh Column lomm. So.
For You a nc Yours So. Slide Film
Safety In Number 8 So. Slice Film
Your Town A Safe To l,rn l6mm. So. Color
No $lip.c
,
No Skids, No Terrors l6mm. 35m-'
•
Play It Safe lomrn. FRmm. So.
'"etch Your Step lomm. 35mm * So.
Stepping Pretty lorn. . So.
Look.' Listen and Live lomm. 35mr • So.
Give p.nd Gain lomm. 3 So.
-
f . c- t i .»• - 1 Sa . ety
Safety At Play Si. film Sxnp
axion fety 16 . Si.
Play Safe Si. Film Strip
Safety At Home And At Play Si. Film Strip
Trained To Serve lomm. So. Color
"‘hat Pi-ice Fourth ofJuly 1$*. So.
Then Came July Rt'n l^mn. So.
SafetyOn lomm. So. Color So. Slide Film
The Making Of A Shooter lomm. Si. So. Color
Blasting Cap lomm. So. Color
Oars And Paddles lomm. So. S .

-\mnci j. ((Jon't.)
I... -m. ‘ : L : 1 : c
Rules For Toole So. Slice Film
For Safety's Sake l6rm
. 35ffi . Sc.
Grindin; 'heel Safety lomra. So. Color
Laboratory Glass-are So. Slice Film
turning The Safe 'lay lomm. So.
’"elfin, —The Safe "ay l,v. . no.
"’elders—To Your Health So. Slice Film
Your Eyesight lomrn. Si. Color
Risrht On The Nose I'jmm. Sc.
—
' •
Sio-ht Security Iq.'. i. So.
Oi. 8a y Gan You See? So. Slide Film
The Eyes Have It So. Slice Film
Safe Practices In Woodworking Kit Si. Filin Strip
Safety In The Shop lSmm. So.
Living In A Machine Age Si. Film Strip
Firs t .'.if
Tepirr' Technique 1 "mu. Si.
Summer Safe So. Slide Film
The Human Body In First Aid l6mm. So. Si. Color
First Aid—Injuries And Accidents lornm. So.
Minutes That Count lSmra. So. Color
Pert 1. Stop Arterial leading
Fert. 2. frees Open ’"ounds
Part 3* Artificial Respiration, Fractures and dislocation^
.

..
1 : •- Council ( C ' t . )
First Aid ( Con 1 1
.
)
Learn And Live lomm Si.
Open For Infection Bo. Slide Film
Keep Out Infection So. Slide Film
First Aid Training1 Series So. Slide Film
Handle With Cere lomm. So.
Mechanism Of Breathing- l6mm. So.
Be r ore The Doctor Comes lomm. So. Si.
First Steps In First Aid lomm. So.
Film Aid To First Aid Series Si. Film Strip
First Aid So. Slice Film
Help "anted lomm. So.
Emergency First Aid l^mit. Si. So. Color
First Aid For Wounds And Fractures 1(>
.
,
So.
Emergency Traction For Sc fe Transportation Of Fractures
'f The Long Jones lomm. Si.
Splinting For Fractures Of Lower Extremity lomm. Si.
First Aid In Transportation Of Fractures r'f Leg’, Spine
And Arm lomm . si.
First AiQ In Transportation Of Back Injuries lomm. Si.
First Aid— Carrying The Injured lorn . Si.
First Aid. Bandaging lomm. Si.
First Aid— Care Of Minor Wounds lorn., . Si.
First Aid— Control Of Bleeding l6mm. Si.
Prevention And Immediate Treatment Of Athletic Types Of
Injuries lSmm. Si.

27
F--- tic-nek Council ( Con 1 1
.
)
First .-.ic (Con't.)
Knights In Khaki lSnr. . So.
First Aid ireatcent For Snake rite lom:... Si.
Poisonous Snakes Of The United States Si. Film Strip
Fi: st Aid For ks lornr. So.
Te. per • tu :-e
,
Pulse Anc a ration lb- . Si.
head s Up 1 omi . Si. So
.
Swim And Live lor... . So.
Life S ravin 1 om, .
. ,
JFu . So.
Instruction Series Ion
. So.
tt .. .... HiB Swimming Techniques l6mm. So.
Boy Scout Methods Of r"aterfront Safety 1 omm . Si.
Elementary Tactics Of Lifesaving l6mm. So.
First Aid—Life Saving And Resuscitation l6mm. Si.
S^ira Or Sink l6rnn. So.
Lady Life Guards l6mm. So.
Ice Fescue lomm. So.
Learn To Swim lomm.
, 75mm * So.
NOTE: -Many Films loaned free—others e a rental fee
and still others may be purchased.
--U-*w
Pyrene Manuf cturing C ..
RoO -elmont Ave.
,
Newark 3, New Jersey
t e p~"f ~ e /it lor
Fight That Fire lomm. So. Co" or or Elec!: end ‘'hite
NOTE; -“Loaned free—Borrower pays return transportation
to Newark.
_ _ __
1 j I . .
. lio St.
,
Chicago, 111.
Fire P. ev>. ,:t ion
In Case Of Fire Slide Film
home Safety Slide Film
Safety In The Home Slide Film
E i y c elf E E e t ;
~
Tom Joins The Safety Patrol Slice Film
Safety On I i-to "eels Slice Fil.i
- ecrCc tional 5a f et
y
Play Safe Slide Film
First id
Artificial Respir tion And Its Uses Slide Film
Bandaging Parts 1 end 2 Slide Film
Control Of Bleeding Slide Film
Fractures Slide Fil i
bounds Slide Film

ty f r 1 I bion I : . . ( Con 1 1
Fire t ..id ( cc: 1 1
. /
Transportation Of Injured Slide Film
vqtE;
-All slide films are for s?le only. Also
are the Coronet Safety Slide Film Series, lo Fi
or. various Safety Topics for $12.00 for use in
mediate and secondary grades.
T r ; ' V - - 7 Ju: t ' e _L c_. .
2p est - ire. Street, Hew York, IT. Y.
r ore a nd F- v Safety
Seventh Column lomm. So.
S - fr t
Drunk Driving lorn . So.
Hit And Hun driver l6m;i . So.
One, T"0, Three, Gdi l6mm. So.
. 1. hi ,.i
First Aid limi . So.
vailable
m Strips
he inter-
rE:-IIeceSBary to sign a. contract associated with film
rental per long term arrangement. Varied amount for each
reel ’per year.

Tr" vele n~ I nsure ce C c
Hartford, In, Connecticut
You Bet Your Life So. Slide Film
2I0TE:-Thi8 film is loaned free of charge. Postage one -
only
.
I e ’ riters L- or " _ ;.cs Ir e . .
207 East Ohio St., Chicago, 111.
IdI Sixth Avenue, lie™ York, . Y.
R00 Sansome St., Sen Francisco, Cal.
hire x e ve ' ti -
Approved By The Underwriters l6mm., . . 8 .
YOTEj-This film is loaned free of charge. Transportation
one way only.
UBS. _ e e - n v ~ Lines
'4200 For'ces St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
; i n t ,1 if
First Steps In First Aid l6mm. So.
Help 'Tented In.::.. So.
TE: -Films loaned free. Transportation paid both’ ways.

'7
. S . - p
J~
.
" A' ~;i culture
notion Pictures, Intension Service, v -.shington, L. C.
F ire pveve '!:icn
Dangerous lusts l6rim.
, 3
5
m:vi • So.
"orst Of Ferra disasters l6mm.
,
35®'* So.
American En emy l6m . , 3
5
mrn * So.
Forest Fire Fighting In The South lom... So. Color
Prevent Forest Fires iCmm.
, 35 ! ' • So. (3 Parts)
Stop Forest Fires l6mm.
, 35mm * So.
Learn To Swim l6m 3
5
r/ira
-
So.
Lifesaving l6mm.
,
35® • So.
NOTEj-All films available without charge. I ever, trans-
portation must be paid
-y 7 ' 1 o 7\ eu
Buffalo, New York
Fire Prevent ion
Chemistry Of Co uetion lom,. So.
Fire Prevention And Fire Fighting Lantern Slices
- ^ C : v. 7 - 7 t
;
Safet 3'’ Be s At Home l6mm . So.
.Accidents In The Home Lantern Slides
.. i = ; : i cycle n 7 - 1;
Safety To And From School lomm. So.

-.
-
-
' t
.
)
Fin.' ;clj3 c .A ( "•.n’t
. )
On T^o "'heels lomm. So.
Street And Highway Safety La nt e . n Slices
"'hat Price Accidents Lantern Slices
Live And Let Live Lantern Slides
Safety First L ; ntern Slides
Pictures And Songs For Primary Grades Lantern Slices
he creational S afety
Swi ruining For £e dinners l 6mrn. So.
Safety In Playing And Recreation La.ntern Slides
I:.cv.a trie T Safety
Safety In The Lachne Shop Lantern Slides
Safety rith Woodworking Machinery Lantern Slides
NOTE: -All films and slides must he called for and returned
by user in person.
-renter he 1*- York Safety Council
60 East 42nd Street, New York, 17
,
N. Y.
Fire Prevent
i
on
U.S. Fire Fighters So.
Lone end Fire Safety
Safe All Around 35mm So. Slide Film
Kitchen And Dining Room Safety lonr, . So.

fie -ter .-e'" Y d o ; fe : b .... cil 'C. : * t
, ;
Hi- In f- r.d :?
i
c~ '
c
-1
- £ .. :ety
Bicycling r ith Complete Safety lomm. So.
Learn To Live lorn . So.
Defensive ^riving 35mr- • So. Slide Film
'"heel Cf Chance 35mrr - So. Slide Film
Lla.n At The T^heel 33mm. So.
First Aid
Open For Infection 73“—- So. Slide Film
NOTE:-No charge to members for films. Charge of I .50 for
3 days for each film to non-member of Council. Films must
e picked up and returned by messenger.
..--
1
s c ; c: ufc etts et y C-: cil
31 State Street, Boston
NOTE: -All films listed by the National Safety Council can
also be obtained from the Massachusetts Safety Council
through the
Visual Education Service Inc.
,
131 Clarendon Street, Boston.

t
'
• •
~
jf Education
host on, Mass.
" ire . .. c : - i on
Dangerous Dusts l6mu. So.
Flame Facts l6mm. So.
Prevent Forest Fires lomm. So.
Fire lorn. .
. So.
h . .c rh ; r : Safety
Home Safe Horne l6? i. So.
Safety In The Home l6mm. So.
That Price Happiness l6mm. So.
ty Begins At Home l6rnm. So.
~ --
-
'ic ic~~cv c Sr fety
Chance To Lose lomm. So.
Eve- - IJs Business l6mm. Sr,.
Man At The ‘’heel lomm. So.
..
' From School l6mra. So.
or Pe ] l6mm. So.
Remember Jimmy lomm. So.
Saving Seconds lomm . So.
Safety On The Highway lomm. So.
First Aid
First Steps In First Aid l6mm. So.
First Aid l6m . So.
Help Wanted l6mm. So.
Learn To Swim l6mm.So.

'- t m i‘:e-
'
.
' t
. )
First Air ( - ' t
.
)
Life Saving 1$; . So.
S' ii: And Live lm . So.
NOTE;-All films have rental charges, but a nern ei
f or $100.00 can be signed to reduce rental charges.
.‘"hr ' S' L: tc l- h '
Boulder, Colorado
i'irc f . c vc r. ’;:.wU
Before The Alarm lSmn . So.
Fire Safet^'- l6mm. Si.
Stop Forest Fires lomm. So.
Fore t Of Farms Lisasters l6mm. So.
c - no F-^rm Sn f e ty
Ssfet^r At Home l$mm. Si.
Safety Begins At Home l6mm. So.
Safety In The Home 1’V . So.
v i~ ~ ^ :c ic;c' e S'- *
c
t
y
Between The Lines lmm::. Si.
The Chance To Lose Imm . So. Si.
Knor Your Car l6m So.
Safety To And From School l6mra. So.
Pedal Pushers lorn. •. Si.

.
. . c Ity
-
_
,
'
' ’ So 1 1
.
)
Hi" 1-' ny :: cc -icy ole S r ~~ty ( con • t . )
Street Safety lornm. Si.
Teach Tv en. To Drive Ion . So.
Speaking* Of Safety Inn.. 3i.
Safety At Play lomn. Si.
Pi t Ai.c.
First Steps In First Aid lon.i. So.
Help ’'anted Ion . So.
Swi And Live loir: . So.
H0TE;-A11 films ve a rental fee varying according to
film selected.
Yisual Instruction Service, A es, I
Fire Prc vent ion
Fire Prevention lormn. Si.
The Chemistry Of Fire l6mm. So.
Stop Forest Fires lorm . So.
efore The Alarm lom . So.
v orne md Farm S a f e t y
Safety At Home l6:.’.m. Si.
Home Safe Home l6mm. So.

I-. n . c nd .. Safety ( on ’ t .
;
Stop Carle ssness And Prevent Farm Accidents 2X2 Glass Slides
Highway and Si cycle Safety
The Chance To Lose l6mm . Si.
Speaking 0f Safety 1
6
mm
.
Si.
Stree 4- T*u Cc f- ety lomm . Si.
Drunk Lriv T_r> cr 1
6
. So.
K Y"ur Car lorn i . So.
Once Upon ft rn .A i .ime 1 6m . So.
Poin-’- s For Pedal.ers lorn";
,
So.
Teach Them m ^l 0 Drive lomm
.
So.
ing Habits l6mra. So.
Recreational Safety
Vacation Safety 1 Sram . Si.
First ..id
First Aid Cf Minor Cuts Ion . Si.
Firs t Aid-Carrying The Injured l6mm. Si.
t Aid-dontrol of Bleeding l6mm. Si.
Help - r nted 16 ... - .
'iret Aid -Li,fe Savin; AiiC
'irst Aid-Wounds And Fra
’ ir e t Steps In First Aid
earn To Swim 1
6
m...
.
.
wim
,And Live 1 mm So .
TE: -The re is ivic
:0
all the tr^ns yovt' ti on coetr.

Uni ver t’ itj . : '• i • - , ~-rK e '' : r i ce
Ann A r": or, A i ch igan
Tire frrvr t i ^r.
I 'ne’er ous lusts l6m. . So.
Tire Safety l6m:n. So.
Safety Begins In The Home l6mm. So.
Safety In The Home l6m .. So.
.1' hr - y 'v iic if :Te Se ; t y
Drunk - riving lom . So.
One, Two, Three Goi lomm. So.
Safety Petrol 1 - r. . So.
Safety To And From School lT-mn . So.
Sr "•stii.-l S r ret
Safe Use Of Tools 1 jmrn. So.
"irst Ale1
Lifesaving’ lomm. So.
NOTE; -Rental charge cor f lima plus transportation. It has
keen the policy of the University to loan films within the
State of Michigan only.

0 '.vf' i c
Educational Film Library t Du E.
Fire Prevention
Prevent Forest F ires 5 i . Film Strip
Dangerous Duets . So.
Fight That Fire lonv i
,
Forest Fires Or Or ie ? . So.
^orst Of Farm Disasters l6mm. So.
Stop Forest Fires lomm . So.
Ho. i£ i'.c .0 i Sr- fety
Safety In The Home 16b . So.
Bi le S
Speaking Df Safety X6mz . Si.
On Two '..reels l6mm. So.
’e Drivers lomm. So.
.-.ecrer t ionel Sr. fc t: T
Oars And Paddles lomm. So.
Before The Doctor Comes l6mm. So.
First Aid lomm So.
Learn To Swim lorn;.. Si.
Swimming'-The Beginner 16mm. So.
Life Savinf? lomm So
.
.
~J pjvr ru- it " O'd ! Tev ho si: ire ( Cc: ' J;
. )
. ii'fc-t Aid (con't.)
Life Saving And Resuscitation l6mm. So.
Swim And Live 16mm . So.
:-C per film and transportation both ways,
joining the club plan, charges can be minimized.
b~ ... i"e ;-u. t if South '
.
I : . t
e
i ~'w : 0 „
Columbia, South Carolina
hire 1 vr e t ion
Dangerous Dusts l6tn:~. So.
Stop Forest Fires lomm. So.
’"orst Of Farm Disasters 16mm. So.
Fight That Fire 16mm. So.
Hv e no 5 a r. S "cty
Safety In The Home l6mn . So.
r i • ; ' u,-; bicycle Safety
One, Two, Three, Go! 16mm. So.
Chance To Lose l6mm. So.
dii st aid
Learn To S v,im l6; n. So.
Safe Swimming lomm. So.
Control Of -leedin lomm. Si.
First Aid-Care Of Hinor Wounds lomm. Si.

irr t ( c ;. n ’ t
.
)
First Aid-Cs Tying T] I j 1
First Aid-Life 3avi g And Resuscitation l6mra. Si.
First cteps In First Aid lunrn. So.
Help >nted l6n .. So.
3wi. And Live l6ui. So.
NOTE: -Rental charges _ ' transp >rt tion
Various Club Plans offered to iinirnize costs.
i ... - jr Qj a •
Knoxville
,
Tennessee
Fire ' fr Ion
Stop Forest Fires l^r-r.i. So.
Fight That Fire lomm.So.
Sixty Seconds To Safety lomm. So.
iorne ,? nc ?: rm S r f e t -
Safety In The H®rne l6mra. Bo.
Safety Begins At Home lomm. So.
T
- i y c nc ' icycl e Safety
Safety To And From School lom . So.
Drunk Driving lom. . So.
Street Safety For Primary Grades lSaa. 3o.
Know Your Car l6mrn. So.
—
~w i v c - i t
y
.f Ie:..~.esi:'ee, i : or. . ; Intension ( ' . 1 1
.
}
Hiphwgy a iic Bicycle Safety ( con * t
.
)
3icycling Vith Coin lete Safety loram. So. Si.
Trouble Snooting Your C r 1
'
. So.
Chance To Lose loin . So.
One, T^o, Three, Go.1 lornm. So.
The Other Fellow lomn . So.
Singing "heels lom.i. So.
re Erivers l6mn. So.
LiO. e-’-riel Sr Oet~
Safety In The Shop lomm. So.
First Steps In First Aid lorn . So.
Help ,1Tanted loram. So.
Learn To Swira lomn . So.
First Aid-Care Of Minor Wounds lot..::. So. Si.
Swim And Live lomm. So. Si.
First Aid-Control lee i 3 . So. Si.
Lifesaving lomn. So. Si.
First Aid- 'ounas And Fractures lomrn. So.
Mechanisms Of Breathing l6mm. So.
NOTE;—Rental fees for each film plus transportation both
ways. Various Club Plans offered to reduce costs.

St; 5
'
-
:
.v
.
_
J}e.
_
1^ .
'
~
5
Fullms r
,
17a f hington
ire 1 r-e - r lor
Before The Alarm l6m. . So.
Stop Forest Fires l6u So.
Worst Of Farm Disasters l6mm. So.
Dangerous Dusts l6:m. So.
' e ; c F' rr Safety
A Stitch In Time So.
1- L~ ;
.
- re iuycle Safety
-i cycling 'ith Complete Safety l6rm . So.
Chance To Lose lomn. So.
lety To And I
Once Upon A Time l'n. . So.
Speaking* Of Safety lomm. Si.
Remember Jimmy lSm i. So.
Singing ".'heels 1-rii, So.
”*e Drivers 1 omm . So.
3rim Anf Live lor. . So.
First Aid. lonr . So.
First Aid- Care Of 11 inor founds lomm. Si.
First r. id-Carrying The Injured lomr. Si.
First Aid-Control of Bleeding l6m; . Si.


0
{ Con ' t
.
)
,:.'l c r ._f Oc..manioat.i os c c - c
, I ; .
i ire
_
reve -lilon
Crimes Of Carelessness l6mm. So.
More Dangerous Than Dynamite lomm. So.
Ho Time To Lose lomm. So.
one 'Match Can Do It lornm . So.
Sixty Seconds To Safety l6mm. So.
Trees For To orrow lorn: . So.
NOTE: -All films avail le with cost., dux xrr report at ion
one way.
I c -
1
. mm -
.
?
.
.
chusetts
200 Fe^mury St., Boston, Mess.
.'ire
_
rc t m ,m.
Fire Safety lomm. Si.
Fire Protection lomm. Si.
v imb"ay r c -i cycle Safety
Street Safety-For Advanced and Primary Grades l6mm. Si.
Chance To Lose l6mrn. Si.
Horse Sense In Horse Power lomm. Si.
First Aic.
First Aid-Care Of Minor "ounds lSmm. Si.
First Aid-Carrying The Injured lomm. Si.
First Aid-Control Of Bleeding l6mm. Si.

t.
'
-
_____
_____
'
'
.
,
.first Aid lor ' t
.
)
First Aic -Life Saving And Resuscitation l6mm. Si.
l6rara. So.
Aid-Bounds And Fractures lomrn. So.
Sv:
i
:l And Live 1 6mm . So.
E; -Kenta.l fe for each film plus transportation b<
Co ~ c
_____
I---.
"
: '.c
'
;
- r
___
f
301 East iionroe St., Springfield, 111.
f .y-'-' / - 1' !--- ft-
Safety In The Sore l6 . 80.
To I lonun. So. Si.
Once U; on A Time lorn . So.
"e Erivers lomin. So. Si.
F i r e 1 ..if
Help ''anted lomm. So.
Mechanism Of Breathing l6mm.
Hote:- .ill films loaned free of re
Transportation to be paid one rray.

1ulevard, Hollywood, Calif.
;
-
.
- iley Film Service
Box 2S23, Hollywood 23, Calif.
-ire Hr rve tion
One Match Can Co It lSmra. So.
More Dangerous Than Dynamite '
He ere ^ t i ~ v 1 Se fety
Then Came July 5th. 1-emi • So.
NOTE: -Rental fees for each film plus transportation. The
films may also he purchased from Panorama for individual
ownership
.
"
feste r:~ .. civ . Ml .1 . c y.
222 ' e s t Ad "i ms St., Chic? "O
,
111.
- i e h r
Chemistry Of Fire ljmm. So.
fi lit That Fire lomm. So.
Then Car e July 5th. lorn-/;. So.
fore. To The ”.'ise lomm. So.
NOTE;— All films listed can he obtained "ree of rental
charges, transportation only one way.

Listin Of Annotated Films
. _
' vc
J
Friend Cr F ,->e lb. . So. Color ( 11 Ages)
With the aid of a member of the local Fire Department
,
a typ-
ical family Etarts a Home Inspection and Fire Drill. From
cellar to attic, potential fire hazards are searched out and
corrected end the importance of followin e r* ctices is
stressed. In the Fire Drill, the family is shown how to re-
port a fire promptly end how to safeguard themselves against
death, burns, or Buffocrtion.
"o Time To lose lomm. So. (All A'es)
A five-minute short which cleerly explains the three ways to
report a fire—by alarm box, by telepl nd by mess er.
The film shows the steps taken by the fire department after
an alarm h&E .ec. received, including scenes in the central
alarm station, the local fire house and at the fire.
Firs rrotecticn lomm. Si. (All Ages)
A sketch of the history of fire fighting in this country.
Shore various types of fire-ext ingui shine equipment and tells
how to operate it. The correct procedure in turning in sn
alarm is demonstrated, as is the nethod of training firemen.
Brief exhibition of artificial respiration. Concludes with a
school fire drill, showing correct method of leaving building,
l6mra. . L.
~
~
. . . Si. (All Ages)
Deals mostly with fire prevention in the home. Covers proper
treatment- of burns r e * direct result e of fire.

4q
h.c Prevcnti ' ; ' t
. }
Fire Prevention loir . Si. (All A' es)
Film is in two parts. First half des.ls with fire prevention
in building construction and second half i.- an a.p eal for
fire prevention in the e.
. .
e
1 35, f - . . (jh-
Appeal for cere with fire in the woods. Striking1 scenes of
L re-fight ing; boll f ] , .
: ;
e -e to "orest: vr ild life and. soil.
.
. I . S ] .
’
Effective v;srrin against cry cleaning in homes with highly
‘ ti ales . Els 30rate •. Hons istea on m
co: it r oia r cleaning establishments contrasted with hazardous ^
home conditions
.
- c to. Ca .I LG It 1 6mi . So. (jh-sh)
ec match as symbolic of the thought-
lessness which annually causes millions ofd.ollars of property
damage and loss of life from forest fire, this picture shows
how forest and brush fires start, how they can be prevented.
Point is also made that fires cause floods by destroying the
watershed, and flood scenes illustrate this important part of
the picture.
_
l6mm. So. Color or Black and White (jh-sh)
Explains types and uses of extinguishers, how to handle spe-
cial types of fires. Stresses danger of carelessness and need
=
for speed in fire fighting.
4-q- -do in the event of ... fire
,
It provides exact knowledge of whs
t
-la-ro-P r,-p sr-F-n
.
- .
~
=

F ire _ "evertJL go ( Con ' t .
;
Preventing Fires Through Electrics! Safety lorarn. So. ( jh-sh)
Illustrates the correct way to use fire extinguishers and the
importance of using such equipment curing the first fer minutes
of the fire.
he Fire Th i e
f
35ram - So. Film Strip (eh)
Illustrates how fires rob workers of their jobs, home, end
other valuable assets. Illustrates also the source of fires
'
Before The Ale rra 16mm.
, 35m • So. ( jh-sh)
Fundamental fire prevention and protection needs of an average
American community. The fire chief and a National Board en-
gineer arouse audience interest in problems of fire equipment
as they put apparatus and personnel through fire tests and
drills
.
Sixty Second s To 3e fet
y
lour. So. (..11 .vges)
Demonstrates some of the common causes of fires in schools
,
suoh c waste paper carelessly left on steps; and cove
things life furniture blocking exit doers, r: nd many others
often overlooked.
rees For Tomorrow l6mm. So. (All Ages)
Fire prevention is the primary step toward, maintaining an ade-
quate timber supply. This film show? the up-to-date techniques
of forest conservation, including modern method of forest
fire spotting and control. The photography is outstanding and
the picture is entertaining as ^ell as informative. It will

F...-C x ve t i ::: ( C 1 1
. )
Tre f- For T norro' ( Cor * t . )
hold the interest of any audience composed of either adults
or juveniles.
The -l.e ist r: of Fire lc... . . So. (jh-sh)
Demonstrates how the elements fuel, oxy en, tic te -
perature must t in order t ;
between flash poin J: i Lgn'itio point of fuels; and gives
two vo? ye in which a fire may be extinguished.
Electrical Safety l6ru . Si. (All Ages)
Designed to instruct the public ir. se "e ’ •' idling of electrical
wires and appliances in the home . Shows how hazards are cre-
ated and fires started.
Frame Facts lomu. So. Color (jr-Bh)
A
riot tyoe of fire ertirm is .er should e used to comb' t the
three different basic kinds of biases.
It hi - : t hr ve _ e e r, Yon 1:, 35mi - Si. ( j r-Ed ;
Shors disastrous forest fire that in 7 hours destroyed over
E~
/
j . . acres ti .. e - :i 2 ranch houses i .6 rendered over
IOC people homeless—all due to the careless: ess f - r~nch
such catastrophes.
Prevent Forest Fires lorn . So. Film Strip ( jh-si )
necessity of urea.t c rf y wood
?
ner n s. ): fcsuen am others
using fire while in the roods.
hand. Illustrates wh t s Forest Service is doing to prevent
*'F ' rr) bnlversfty
w»c/»ooi of tducahoQ
Ubr«* ;•

'2
I- ire preve -it i ( Con * t
.
)
Sr. fre lo, 35r- • Si* (jT-e- )
A Forest Service picture which gives a. practice 1 lesson in
forest _ire prevention. A nan and nis son come upon tr< cam-
pers whose carelessness has started a. small fire. The man and
hoy extinguish the fire, then demonstrate to the campers the
correct procedure for starting end putting out campfires.
alk—
]
i Si
.
(All Ages)
Eeels irith the correct methods of school fire drills and
traffic regulation during fire drills. In a typical drill, a
teacher is shorn leading the way to a. safe place ’hiere she
then takes attendance to make sure no one is missing. The
youngsters are shorn all the exits and the corre;t way of us-
ing the fire escape. A good picture for teaching fire drill
in school.
In Case uf Fire Slide Fil
,
Si. I Lin. Strip (All Ages)
What to do in case of fire and how to safeguard against it.
Tie Al-.C Of Fire lo . So. Color (sh)
1
~
Explains combustion, heat oxidation, dust explosions; how
flammable vapors burn: how flasl .oints are determined in the
i
laboratory, and how the amount of flammable vapor in the air
determines whether lixtures will explode.
The Use Of Fire Ext i .'ignis her
s
3i . Film Strip ( o r-sh)
Shows how different types of fires are handles and demonstrates
the proper f several types of extinguishers: water, soda,
acid, vaporizing fluid, drying compound, foam, and carbon
dioxide in liquid form.
'_
£
53
»
1
Fire Prevention (Con't.)
Crimes Of Carelessness l6mm. So. (All Ages)
Film depicts in dramatic fashion the appalling loss of life
and property which results from preventable fires. The prin-
cipal unsafe practices which cause fires B„ra dramatically
illustrated.—then the safe ways of doing1 the seme things a.re
shown.
Fire Si. Film Strio (.ih-sh)
Explains the three requirements for fire—heat, combustible
material, and oxygen. Gives five frequent causes for fire and
three ways of extinguishing a fire; smothering, cooling, and
separation of flame from the burning materials.
Control Of Framable Liquids lomm. So. (.ih-sh)
Stressing the "safety factors" found in the flame arrestors
a.nd storage cans manufactured by the sponsor of this film.
Methods of handling volatile anc flammable liquids are portray-
ed.
Oil Fires. Prevention And Extinguishment l6mm. So. (.ih-sh)
This film made by the Standard Oil Company of California
for the purpose of instructing its employees in the fundamen-
tals of fire protection. It contains no advertising, and is
suitable for any educational program in fire protection.
Fire Prevention And Otr er Precautions In ''"elding And Cutting
Si. Film Strip (shT
A successive, step-by-step account of accepted fire prevention'
ther safe practices 1 cxy-acetylene welding and cutting.
Student lesson books.

Ft r~ ^ rr f- .1 j /i ( 0 . :i 1 t .
)
Siren l6mi., 35m • So. (jh-sh)
Forest Fires—their causes and the destruction resulting- from
them.
- e -.e.~ _ : lorn... So. ( u -si )
Demons trates proper forest fire fighting methods and use of
modern equipment in actual fire scenes. Strong in appeal for
fire prevention in the forests.
Shear rr -
1
l6mm. Si. (jh-sh)
A Forest Service film showing the importance of forest fire
protection in general conservation programs. Till be of in-
terest chiefly to schools on the Pacific coast, out message
of import to all localities.
Ten Thousand Fires lomr . S. (jh-sh)
Emphasizes damage done by forest fires. Shows need for pre-
ventive measures to eliminate losses.
F orest Fires Or lame lomm. So. Si. (jh-sh)
An appeal for cere in preventing forest fir c f~'- tip protec-
tion of wild life. Demonstrates proper method of extinguishing
camp fires, handling matches, etc.
I'i l ernen Of The Forest lorn
. So. (jh-sh)
onstrates the causes of forest fires and the methods of pre-
vention emplo 3red in Wisconsin.
me Lick hethod Of Fire Fishting lomm. So. (jh-sh)
Method described in detail with demonstrations in extinguishing
'fire.
. .
. .... . —

'ire rre-vr ,tion ( Con ' t
.
)
1 c d By Che Underwriters l6mm.
, 3c :n-‘* ' So. (sh)
Technical in subject matter. Shows tests of all sorts of de-
vices conducted by' Underwriters Laboratories to eliminate the
hazards of fire, accident, and crime.
A Vord To The ' dee lSrc . . Co. 'All .. *es)
Film on home fire prevention, presented in story form. Illus-
trates common fire hazards in the home and how they can be
eliminated.
Bad I. a s.ter l6mm. So. (All Ayes
)
How fires are started in the home; shows results of f t-
lessness by members of the family.
S? f e<~ua rd. Arne r- i
c
r A^a inst Fire lomm.
, 35miu * So. (All Ares)
A colorful dramatization of the importance of preventing the
huge annual loss created by fires. Covers methods of prevent-
ing and fighting many different types of fires and shows pro-
gress made in eli inating fire hazard.
"orst Of Farm Lisa sters lorn
.
, 3f • • So. (jh-sh)
A poster-lihe warning of the havoc caused by fire on the farm
wit ry of how electricity properly used can help pre-
vent farm fires.-
re Fire So. Film Strip (jh-sh)
A presentation <5f the importance of eliminating farm fire ha-
zards. Some of the points brought out are the danger of match-
es need for keeping oily rags or waster in closed metal waste
cans outside house.

Fire Prevc -;tio r ( Con 't
.
)
D~ rmerona Dusts l6rara.
, 35rflm * (sh)
Scenes of fires resulting from some of the most damaging dust
explosions on record ore shown. Pictures the cause, effects,
and best methods of preventing dust explosion.
A ..eric r: Enemy l6mm.
, 35 o"- So. (jh-sh)
This is a story of forest fires that burn an area greater than
New York State each year. Forest fires and brush and se
fires drain one million man-days of labor from factories and
farms annually. This picture illustrates ways of preventing
these fires from starting.
Forest Fire Fight in<? In The South l6> rr
. ,
So. Color (jl -sh)
An elementary training film demonstrating types and proper use
of fire tools; and proper tactics for fighting forest fires in
the South.
Chemistry Of Combust ion lomm. So. ( jh-sh)
Film on the various elements involved in combustion and neces-
sity of handling these elements with care.
Fire Prevention And Fire Fighting Lantern Slides (el-jh)
A series of lantern slides used to show the various methods of
preventing fires and fighting the same.
U . - . Fire Fi ~ht e
r
l 35 : “- ;1 * So. (jh-sh)
Deals with the nation’s fire problem and method of prevention
of fires.
-
T . g e 1 g Ho PI: ce Like Home lornm. So. Koda.chrome (All Agee)
The film shore many of the more common causes of home accidents
and explains in detail the steps which, may be taken to guard
against them. The set ion takes the audience into every room
of s. typical home and describes the specific hazards to be
found in each.
Safety At Home l6:nrn. Si. (pr)
Illustrates safe practices for children in the home: care of
playthings, hazards of climbing on unsteady furniture, fire
end handling matches, etc. Children are - erforming un-
safe actions and ere corrected then by others.
Safety In The Home lomrn. So. Slide Film (All Ages)
Shows the men}' precautions taken by a typical safety—conscious
family in guarding its home gainst needless accidents. An
interesting film for any type of audience.
Sentinels Cf Sa fety l6mm. So. (All Ages)
Illustrates the various hazards in the home and describee me-
thods of preventing home accidents.
S n fe All Around. 3 Pmm • So. Slide Film Si. Film Strip (jh-sh)
Illustrates home safety measures and accident hazards as ex-
plained by a plant safety committee.
double Trouble 35mn - So. Film Strip (jh-sh)
Features Lulu Drip and Hank Fizzle in on-and-off-the-j ob safety
including safety in the home.

Home Ai F . ( Con ft
Srfety He^int At Home Id. . So. (.-.17 ..gee)
This film dramatizes me depicts home safety principles. It
shows the various hazards in the home and how they can be rec-
ognized and avoided.
H?n-Il r.dled So. Slice Film (All Ages)
Points out that every man, woman, and child handles material
daily and that many accidents are caused by unsafe handling.
Shoves first the wrong and then the right method of handling
materials in various situations.
Home And Play lomm. Si. (pr)
Designed for prim ry grades and illustrates the hazards of
some common daily habits* Sho^s things children should not do.
Safe Use Of Too 1 £ lomm. So. (el)
How to use such simple tools as scissors, knives, hammers,
saws, files, clamps, and other small implements, shown in the
school and in the home... the '-round and in the b-ckyard.
Prevention Of turn-ns l6mm. Si. (pr-el)
Scenes of small children being painfully burned and scalded;
how these accidents might have been prevented.
Home Safety Slide Film Strip (All Ares)
Shows common hazards and bad practices in various rooms and
how to correct them.
Home Safe Home l6mm. 35mm * So. (All Ages)
Vividly depicting a busy da.y in the life of e typical American
family, this film illustrates the many little things that cause

Home .„:c- F' r 5- fetv ( Con ’ t . )
Home Safe Home (Con’t.)
home accidents, which eg year result in 3d, 000 deaths and
4--jr million injuries throughout the U.S.
Homemade Trouble So. Slice Film (All ..ges)
Presents the vital subject of home safety with new interest.
Shows several typical home accidents, explains their causes,
and points out how such accidents may be avoided.
Four Point 5c fety Home l6mm.
, ;
r
. Do. (el-jh-eh)
Shows the direct bearing of off-the-job accidents to efficiency
oh-the-job. Describee the four points of a safe home; main-
tenance, good housekeeping, protection of children, cultiva-
tion of safe habits.
Flan For Safety Si. Film Strip (el-jh-sh)
Home safety film, placing emphasis on how to avoid accidents
among younger children. Most common causes of accidents 9
suffocation, heat, burns, shock, cuts, and poisons are listed
end suggestions for their prevention are given.
"Hut Price Hcc iness l6mr . So. (All Ages)
Shows common causes of home accidents and suggest measures
for eliminating them. Effectively supplements ome safety talk
when visual presentation is desired.
Road To Safety l6mm. Si. (jh-sh)
Safety in the home and also safety on the highway is considered
in this film.

Ho' e
______
d t ... S r- lety ( Co:: * t
.
)
It 1 e Your He- ~:e—PI' It Sr fely So. Slide Film ( eh)
Illustrates home safety ideas designed end approved by a com-
mittee of America’s foremost architects and builders icl " ill
be of speciel interest anc value to those planning to build.
Also includes many ideas that can be incorporated in existing
homes to help prevent accidents.
Thy Yot Live lomm. So. Si. (jh-sh)
Covers home, highway ^ no farm safety and the work of the Amer-
Red Cross in its nation-wide e entioi paign.
Lv hoc el Farm l6mm.
, 35mm * So. (jh-sh)
The title signifies idealism, but the picture shows the lack-
adasici 1 farmer who is proud to show his farm. hile he takes
us around, he alibis continually for not having things just t
way he wants them. The picture is full of comed 3r , yet serious’*'
points are driven home in an entertaining manner.
Farr. Inconve r.ierces 1(~ n.
, 35mm * So. (jh-sh)
This picture was mace to show "the fool things we do needlesel; *"
around our farms anc. homes—things that c re inconvenient, some-
times hazardous and yet unnecessary. Incidents with hich all
of us are familiar are shown, in very oomical sequences; then
comparisons are race to show letter, safer, nd more pleasant
methods. Every sequence emphasizes s point worth remembering.
A Stitch In Time l6mm. So. (jh-sh)
Produced in cooperation with linnsas State College and the Kan-
sag State Safety Council in appreciation of their pioneering
—'
1
Hoi'.ie ...vn F- r. - h fet^ ( Con 1 1 .
)
~ 6t 1 - c, I: Til c ( Cor 1 1 .
)
efforts to make the American Farm a s fer place to work and
live
.
Do You Lr? 7 Si. Fill Strip (jh-sh)
Covers ma,ny phases of farm safety. Designed for three-way
use
—
(l) as p re 1 r filmstrip, (2) discussioi ide, or
(?) as e safety quiz.
F ,: r:n Safety Series So. Slice Film (jh-sh)
First four films are designed for si owing to inexperienced
'
incx. erier.cec hel oers
.
Seven II' 1" lor. I-k- nc.
e
So. Slice Film (jh-sh)
This film presents the f^cts behind the need for new f~rm
workers. Its purpose is to encourage young and ole to volun-
teer their services for f-rrn '‘orh, and to creak the ice rela-
tive to accident possibilities that aw it them if their ser-
vices re accepted.
Strictly Person 1 So. Slice Film (jh-sh)
What clothes arc best suited to farm work? 'That precautions
should be followed around the farm home, and around the bern-
;
rd to ©void accidents? These, questions, and many others,
are answered by this film. It explains the use of many smell
hand tools that ©re a part of the daily life on the average
American f rrn.
— ‘—^ — ——
f
!
.
.
.
Y. '
1' " :7ft- (Co:.'t.)
1 oc lel-perr- So. Slide Film (jh-sh)
Machines sre taken as much for granted on the modern farm as
they are in the modern factory! Whenever there ore machines,
potential accidents exist. This film slows practical methods
of accident prevention, insuring total production of food by
all who heec them.
Let >c „e Friendly So. Slide Film (jh-sm)
This film offers suggestions for safe treatment of such farm
im Is as horses, cattle, hogs and men’s 3 t friend, the
dog. Educational for both old and young.
Tre-suoe Chest So. Slide Film (jh-sh)
Shows how one farm trained his new helper in a minimum
amount or time, rno with great effectiveness.
Li* 1 o Thin-e Count l6mm.
, 35 111)11 • So. (jh-eh)
Shows the importance of being careful -bout the little things
that cause falls—most numerous of all ho 3idents . Covers
most common slipping and tripping hazards, such as throw rugs,
trailing lamp cords, toys and books underfoot., :-orly
lighted or cluttered stairways.
Model For Ss.fety 16mm.
, 3 5mm. So. (eh)
Illustrates model kitchens to arouse interest, then stresses
the fact that more accidents happen here than in any other
room in the house.
—
Home nd Harm £a fety ( Con ' t
.
)
..oeic'cnV' In Th e Houa
e
Lantern Slices (el-jh)
A series of slides depicting1 the more common accidents in the
home end their means of prevention.
Kitchen \nc Dining1 Room Safety l6mm. So. (jh-sh)
How to avoid all hazards and promote cleanliness in kitchen,
dining room, etc. nhile directed at commercial eating places,
the message is of use in the home.
Sto-: Cp relessness r nd Prevent ?a r. .. ..ccic ent s G1<5RP Slides
’
" (jh-sh)
57 plain slides pertaining to the many phases of farm safety.

Highl y hi cycle S- fety
Chance To Lose . So. Si. (eh)
Illustrates the chances taken by many drivers as compared
with the chances taken in various forms of gambling. Received
award as best safety film for 1?37* Has scenes showing the
construction of modern motor cars.
Once Upon A Time l6mm.
, 35mM * So. Color (sh)
Animated cartoon picture, with fairy tale setting, showing
what hap ens when Carelessness and Discourtesy motivate motor-
ists.
' Driver^ 16;to
.
,
3?^-- So. Si. (sh)
Features the cartoon characters, ''Sensible Sam", and "Reckless
Rudolph" and their contrasting directions and advice to a
driver. Good scenes of various safe driving practices.
Street 3 r fety—For Primary Grade s lomm. Si. (pr)
Designed, especially to impress younger children. Shows correc
pedestrian habits for children; where to cross the street, how
to obey traffic lights and signs, where to play. Some of the
scenes show a trained police dog illustrating the safety ha-
bits to children.
Street Safety—For Advanced Gr.-ces l6mm. Si. (jh-sh)
Illustrates fundamental safety principles designed to govern
outdoor activities and adults. Shows the right way to cross
street, light from streetcars, right places to play, how to
walk along roads where there are no sidewalks.
.,
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Hi- '.rr. y ..uc 3i cycle Safety ( Con't .
)
Horse $r r.re la Horse Po -er l6mm. Si. So. (eh)
Illustrates the development of the automobile industry with
scenes from the early days of motoring and action shots in
testing modern motor cars. Appeals to the motorist to recog-
nise his responsibility on the road.
Bicycling Trith Complet e Safety l6mm. So. Si. (el-jh-sh)
A bo 3r on a bike is involved in an accident. The way in which
he could have avoided the mishap is illustrated. Police are
•
shown inspecting bicycles, demonstrating correct ways to ride
end cautioning law-breakers.
Cn Two "i.ecls 1 >mm.
,
35™^ So. (el-jn-sh)
Opens with rules for safe cycling, each of which is illustrated
to e violator in a school traffic court. Safety advise is
given by a sj r at a messengers’ meeting, the owner of a
bicycle rent stand, and a traffic-policeman.
Safety To And From school l6mm. So. ( r)
How, when and where to cross a' street in safety is rna.de clear
in simple dialogue and illustrated in detail so that every
child will understand it. Artfully combines action photography
and animation.
Speaking Of Safety lo:nrr . So. Si. (pr-el)
Safety lessons taught through use of cartooned faces superim-
posed on automobiles. Picture shows children crossing in
middle of street, hitching rides, riding bicycles recklessly,
•claying in the streets, etc., and then has the automobiles

Eighty .--id - icicle St iety ( Cor. 1 1
.
)
S^e ring C f St ::et:~ ( Cor. 1 1 .
)
speak to them and. correct their errors.
Remember Jimmy l6mm. So. (sh)
A family is forced into an accident by a careless driver. The
injured ere taken to a hospital, and the driver realises the
tragic consequences of speeding. This picture makes its ap-
peal through sympathy and the emotions.
Sirrirw The els l6mm. So. (sh)
Dedicated to the truck drivers of America, this film shows
the importance of a complete physical examination and the
testing of drivers in the rules of the road.
Trouble Shooting your 9or l6mm. So. (sh)
Shows what a driver should do to locate and correct minor car
troubles; how to follow an orderly and step by step procedure
in checking why a. car won’t start; and how to recognize symp-
toms of impending trouble.
Cne
.
Tv- o
.
Three
,
Go lomm. So. (pr)
An M-G-M "Our Gang" comedy. The "Gang" Safety Society lays
down the following rules for crossing the street: (1) look to
the left; (2) look to the right; (3) look behind for turning
vehicles. If all is clear, then Go.1
The Other Fellow l6mm.
, 35mm * So. Slide Film (sh)
Suggestions are presented reducing traffic accidents by means
of e. 15 point safety program. Shows what Evanston, Illinois,
has done tc gain its reputation as a safe city.

X! - h~r - £-1 cycle £ ( Co ;.'t .
)
Dry. lvii l6 m., 35mm » So. (sh)
An excellent film on the dangers of driving while under the
influence of alcohol. The film dramatizes a situation in
which one man is responsible for the deaths of three innocent
people as a result of having taken a few drinks before taking
family out to dinner.
Know Your Car l6mm. So. (sh)
>ws construction of oar chasis; how the engine converts
gasoline into power; the function of the clutch, ti seion,
xle; how brakes stop the car; how the electrical
and cooling systems function; and what the g r s on the in-
strument panel indicate.
Safety Patrol 3
5
mrl
• >
lomrn. So. (el-jh)
Tells a story of lives saved by young boys who keep children
safe on their way to anc from school.
Points For Pec lers l6mm. So. (el-jh-sh)
This film tells many interesting things about bicycling in-
cluding fundamentals of riding, observance of traffic rules,
care of bicycles, ssfety equipment, etc.
Teach Them To Drive lomm. So. (sh)
Carries the urgent message to teach our young people to drive
to stag1- alive. Sh^ire driver training methods now in use in
high schools, and the daily dividend in safety that such
training can achieve.

Eighty hnc Li cycle £ fftv ( Con 1 1
.
)
Your Ir'.vin'-' Eabits 16mm. So. ( sh)
e elements of good driving: how to start the engine;
how to use the clutch to shift gears; how to use brakes;
how to drive on curves, pavements
,
and in mountainous country;
how to drive through ice, snow, ter, uc
;
nd how to
park e cer.
Zet" een The Lines- 16mm. Si. ( ;r-el)
Children in an elementary school demonstrate to their town
mayor the necessity for sets of lines marking crosswalks at
intersections.
Pecs] pushers l6mm. Si. (el-’jh-sh)
A film within a film. Civics class produces color movie on
"Safe Cycling"—an enactment of the bicycle safety rules which
the class has found most important.
Everybody's iv.gjness l6mm. So. (sh)
Illustrates interesting test in which one car travels the
length of a city obeying all traffic regulations. The other
r travels the same route, speeding, be- ting ffic signals,
etc. Stresses auto condition and responsibility of drivers.
I'c ft At The Y.eel l6mm.
, 35Tnm * So. ( sh)
A "March of Time" film, singling out for special condemnation
the driver who is always taking a chance. Leaders in the
field of safety stress the idee that united action is necessary
to reduce accidents through education, enforcement, and en-

id ^hr, -~
;
Ano Bicycle £ > !:~ ( Con ’ t
)
»p vinr Second s 1.6 .1 . So. (sh)
Illustrates the right and wrong driving habits on the highway
while attempting to save time.
Safety Cn T: e Hirrh^ay l6mm. So. (sh)
Brief review of background for and follow-up on the writing
and results of "And Sudden Death" by J.C. Furnas for Reader's
Digest
.
Le r rn To Live lomm. So. (eh-jh)
Correct procedures for pedestrians and motor vehicle operators.
Hor to avoid skidding. How to cross the street. Eor to pa.ss
a car, park, etc..
c ~c.. v :.--p Lr i . e Film (sh)
An entertaining and instructional program for both pleasure
car' end truck drivers. Tro newsps per reporters are given the
assignment of finding ‘out why truck drivers are able to drive
such big, clumsy vehicles with so few mishaps. Interviews
with drivers of various types of trucks and demonstrations of
"defensive driving 1* tactics.
1 f :e 35mm. So. Slide Film (sh)
Gambling scenes at Monte Carlo are c red with the chances
which automobile drivers take, hear accidents and correct
driving practices in connection with the "operation of Coca.
Cola> truck are shown. While this film was prepared for the
instruction of Coca Cola truck drivers, it can be used to
advantage in anv driver training classes.

Lie It "a • r..~ ' . _ rule ... •• • el (Coi ' t.)
Street .-.nd • i .-a ;; Sc dety Lantern Slices (el-jh)
A series of Lantern Slices on safety Ti.il e walking- and driving"
"Let Price accidents Lantern Slic.es (el-jh-eh)
The terrible toll taken by accidents due to carelessness.
Live .. o Let -i e Lantern Slices lorn . Si. (el-jn-sh)
This film shows the results of careless and reckless driving
end the great number of lives lost each year in automobile
accidents.
S
-
i
Slices Si. Film Strip (All Ages)
Deals witt traffic situations, particul c rly hazards caused by
careless pedestrians . Shows results of disobedience, playing
in the street 1
,
failure to obey traffic signals, riding two
-on a bicycle, and hitchhiking* A group of boys and girls are
shown obeying school boy patrol and police. •
,
and using
pedestrian tunnel.
Pictures .Inc Son s For .-n nr" linden L ntern Slides (pr)
A group of Lantern Slides intended to instruct the younger
children in the asoption of safety attitudes.
Y :.u .jet Your -if
e
So. Slide Film (sh)
A half-hour sound slide—film pi : on. By making a “bob" of
the driver who neglects to use caution, and exaggerating his
offenses, the picture strives to shame all drivers into better
and safer attitudes.

Highwa^ And -Icicle Saf et ( Con't
.
)
And Run Driver l6mm.
, 35raTl * So. (eh)
This excerpt of an I!01' film deals with the lit end run driv
A young motorist trie? to evade responsibility for running
down and seriously injuring t- o pedestrians on a highway.
Joi "? ty Pa trol Slide Film (el-jh)
Slide Films showing the training and instruction received b
members of the school pnrtrol, a.nd. their u rt in the safety
er
3
r
program.
Safety Jn '"heals Si. Slide Fil (el-jl-sh)
h Series of Slices intended to instruct children in the pro >e
handlin’ of their bicycles, in order to prevent accidents.
th Column Si. Slide Film (jh-sh)
An MGil Pete Smith snort released in 19*+7
.
,
which points to c
lessness as the esuee of many unnecessary accidents in the
home £s well as on the streets and. high-ays
. Although very
humorous, it nevertheless gets across the idea that one shoul
never ignore the ever-orerent ch v-er of aocidente.
Fcr h ,i And ’"curs So. Slide Film (sh)
A film dedicated to the ideal that all America may live in
freedom from the tragedy of accidents. Presents an urgent
appeal for everyone—everywhere—to join in a united effort
to stop the needless waste of humanlife and the untold suffer
ing which accidents cause each year.
«.
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K i hr- e y And _ i cv cl e Safety ( Con 1 1
.
)
Safety In hum
.
ere So. Slide film (el:)
Presents a plan for community safety end the part civic group s
n play in solving local traffic problems.
Your Town A Safe Town l6mm. So. Color (All Ages)
This film sho^-s the part of the Safety Council plays in or-
ganizing bicycle clubs. Stresses pedestri-n safety
—
particu-
larly for those who ride buses. Also covers work of the po-
lice department in the interest of traffic safety.
ho Skids, ho Terrors l6mm. .*5 5m®. So. (sh)
Emphasizes the hazards of winter driving on snow-covered and
icy pavements.
Play It Safe ifc.. . . ftynm. So. (el-.ih)
This is the story of a boy who runs out in the street between
parked cars to capture his baseball. There is a shrieking of
brakes, a fade-out, and an ambulance is shown entering the
hospital grounds. A flashback el owe the boy lo kii oth ways
before stepping into the street, and shows the driver on the
alert proceeding slowly. The film is dramatic, constructive
safety education.
hatch Your Steo lomm. , h^mm. So. (el-jh-sh)
Illustrates tl dut safety rules: (1) use the crosswalk;
(2) wait on the curb; (l) cross with the green light; and
Drivers-observe pedestrian's rights at signal inter-
sections. After these four rules have been illustrated, they
apoear on the screen, one by one, and are repeated the narra.to:-

!-' I v
~
~~ zic^cle P - r r ( Cc :: 1 1
.
)
Lte cyinw r:6tt- lo.um.
, 35n So. (eh)
An attractive pair of feminine legs demonstrates the impor-
crossing streets in the cross-walk, not in midblock.
Look, L
i
f e A"k Live 1 mm
.
, gf . So. (All ..ges
)
Covers rural railroad grade crossing accidents and stresses
importance of observing warning; signals.
I've f.nc If in lo./;
. 35rnr- ! * So. (sh)
Stresses the fact th-'t it is not safe for a driver approaching
an intersection to insist upon the right of wry over a vehicle
approaching from hie left.
k rf - k n
. L r ,e fo Scl.ool lorn i. Si. (color gr-el)
Safety lessons Cor children are presented in a. clear end. in-
teresting manner. Covers proper conduct when walking to and
from school.
how To Prose A Street lorn: . Si. (All Ares)
Student-produced film-lie ster’s degree project in 19^1-which
clearly shows safe praotices for pedestrians,
crfety In a 1- chine Si. Film Strip (el)
Shows principal causes of traffic hazards and their prevention
Eqw pe trols Operate lomt . So. Color (el-jh)
resigned to train new school patrols, correct and instruct ex-
isting patrols. Shows patrol! members on duty at various types
of intersections.
&
VA r 'h'~?:' A-'-:' , lex -1- e S- >t~ ( Cor ' t
.
)
x
J
r
'
" :
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:€
' l x 1 ' • Si
. ( e!- u ' )
Two boys with different attitudes toward the school partrol arc
playing after school when the careful boy is struck by a car
while warning hie friend of drawer. The careless boy reforms
and becomes a member of the patrol.
school Ss fcty Petrols l6rnm. Si. (el-jh)
A detailed pictorial explanation of school patrols and their
work. Filmed in Wisconsin.
'is cone in Sch j 1 Petrols l6m .. Si. (el-jh)
retailed operation of school safety patrols.
Jv- h-wd For Safety loom. So. Color (el- 0 i)
Traces the growth of the safety patrol movement, with emphasis
on the t played by the AAA. While crossing a typical stree's
intersection, walking on ? rural highway, and boarding and
leaving a school bus, younrsters are reminded hy patrol boys
to oe careful. Procedures for setting up patrols, awarding
service certificates, and training hew recruits are shown.
Safety On T- e Streets lomm . Si. (el-jh)
Shows school boy patrols in action.
B o no 1 e be r Haw a rO
s
l6mm. Si. Color (el-jh-sh)
Shows 1 hat Appleton, ' r is., is doing in trainin' school pupils
in the correct use of bicycles. icj^cle registration and in-
spection, hy the police are shown. Various causes of bicycle
accidents are illustrated.

Highway And bicycle Safety ( Con ’ t
. )
The hike p?rece l6ram. So. (el-jh-sh)
Narrated by Tec Busing, this film traces the growing interest
in Dicycles, the changes that have occurred in bicycle styles,
and. the uses ul ich have been made of bicycles during the past
40 years. Excellent photortaphy.
Spirnir.'’ S;-~bee lo._ i. So. Si. (el-jh-sh)
A high-school boy rides his bicycle carelessly anc as it
smashed in an accident. His father refuses to buy him a ne^~
one until he learns to rice safely. He enters a. safety con-
test and begins to t« e new interest in accident prevention.
~1~ 1 1 s
_ i be lomm. Si. Color (el-jh-sh)
habits lead to an accident destroy Bill's
bike. As he laboriously earns enough money to pay for another
he is convinced that safe riding is more eeon i
a
1 d more
convenient
.
The Safety Sleuth 1mm. Si. Color (el-jh)
One child plays detective, Spying on another as he rices his
icycle and rec g the numerous safety violation? • The
film arouses interest by stimulating discussion and raising
a question, re the:- than ' y giving instruction.
Pe: r l Your
'
'
- y To hie ~ s.r rt FIp ces lom . Si. (el-jh-sh)
Deals with bicycle safety and ? volunteer inspection plan.
: Finds A ’"ay lom.i. Si. (el-jh-sh)
Jack rides his bicycle with disregard for traffic rules.

: i ; -py ^ ; \ c -c".c ^ f c
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J- c:: Fine £ A '>y ( Cor: ’ t
. )
A crash sends him to the hospital and provides time for re-
flection. Three months later Jack leads a group of high school
students to the mayor to ask for a safety clinic in which all
bicycles may be inspected.
L
,
„ , - e 35 • Bo. Film (nil Age s
)
Zeals with pedestrian safety. An interview with s postman and
a city policeman for tips on urban and metropolita - alking
hazards
.
Are Your Feet hillin^ You? 35171371 • So. Slide Film (All Ages)
A dramatic portrayal of America's grossing pedestrian problem.
i] case histories to illustrate walking haz rds
plains and emp ha sized correct procedures.
heedless Kurrg'—Endless o:.-ry l6m . So. Si. (All Ages)
Deals ostly with pedestrian safety. Safe and unsafe driving
practices ere also shown.
Foot Faults lSinm. So. (All Ages)
During 19*12 far more Americans were milled and injured on the
home front than the country lost at war. hany of these were
pedestrian accidents end this film shows how to prevent them.
__e ".ho a Ik l6mm. Si. So. (All Ages)
A picture showing Wisconsin pedestrians in action. Conditions
in many cities of the state are shown.

'• f
a icicl e ^ f ~~ ( Jo t
.
)
T: e Chance ' -
.
Lifehiie Si. Fi? :n Strip (jl -eh)
Temonstr tee how to croes streets safely, obervinr traffic
lights, etc.. Ways in which drinking affects driving are also
shown.
Ac ventures Of The a!1 hers 1 5.. . So. (All Apes)
Shows two families—one doing things right, one wrong—mainly
as
_
fcrians, Depicts the entire day of each.
Les r.rirr To -rive So. Slice Film (sh)
Prepared primarily for high school students in driver-tre ining
course. Pert 1 deels with a discussion of the parts of the
car and the physical reactions of the driver. In Part2, a
beginner is shown behind the wheel learning about the controls
etc. .
Sc f e And Sr r.e i river ' s Sours e 1 6 n . Si. (eh)
Produced by Lane Technical High School of Chicago, this film
shows how students ere trained to handle errs on streets and
highways and how they ^re taught the meaning of traffic signs.
Youth Takes To T~~ e Highway 16mm. Si. Color (Sh)
An excellent film portraying ho 1^ the State of Delaware is
training its high school pupils to drive safely.
To.
-Pi ro~ 1 s Drivers l'
•
>. So. (sh)
Designed to help driver-education for high school age boys
end girls. Shows the benefits obtained by the pupils from
such a course and the good drivers it makes.

El 'TiWF n : .c _.ic~ cle Safety { Co 1 1
.
;
_i_c 'c l oo chert lcr.v;. . Si. (All ... es)
Ulus trr tee the hazards rural school students meet in being
transported in school buses e.nc. the manner in w' ich the school
solved these problems.
i.e -
c
i n
,
..iti.
,
nd ..in. at'c lomr . Si. ( pr-el-g )
This film deals with safety wl ile e and street c: - .
Correct methods of hoarding end leaving streetcars end of
crossing streets are shown.
Si:: S J~epe To f e ty So. Slide Film ( u h-eh)
Measures which contribute to school bus safety. Recommen< sd
for students of junior high level cud above. JTarrated by
Lowell Thomas.
ILry" Y/;r boors 1::. . 2 i
.
(All A;;ei:)
A student-produced film dealing with school bus safety for
pupils.
I~ r ue A Gooes g^mw
. ,
1 on: . Si. (pr-el)
Careless children are com- ared to a flock of geese and are
shown t c various sorts of chances . There is a. particu-
larly good scene warning against hitchhiking.
Lanier On The Street lorn . Si. (el-j'n)
Emphasizes the incorrect La' its of children, which lead to
r cc •' s on the street: jaywalking, playing on streets, rid-
ing of cor, crossing street etween j ,
riding two on - bicycle, and hitchhiking.

Hi ' b^ay hnd , icicle S ' fet;-~ ( Go: * t
.
)
De ri'~ c rous Tr - i 1 s So. Slice Pilm (pr-el-jh)
This film was prepared primarily for showing in rural schools.
The dangers faced. by brave knights ?nd Indians of long- ago
are compered ^Tith the dangers boys end iris face on the
streets and ighr-ys today.
hen You mow l6mm. So. (sh)
grei t deal of training is required in order to enable . en to
fly a plane safely. This is true of the automobile, too,
though to a lesser degree. Everyone should know his car be-,
fore trying to drive it.
Th e Per~: rite j'.ccku
:
lor.: . . So. (si )
S owe tl e lecessery steps in the periodic checkup of a car,
including tuning up the engine, servicing the brake system,
inspecting the steering syete
,
etc..
S ,
-
1
„ _
~
: r 1 ee s e So. 31 ide film (sh)
e steps taken by an appli t in getting a driver's
permit in Hew York State, and ;, lso gives ? number of
.
good
J r iving pract ices.
Uight hrivino So. Slide film (sh)
The important part of this film lies in the emphasis on three
rules for night driving: (1) inspect and. adjust headlights
regularly; (E) Use meeting beam of headlights when meeting
other cars on the road; (l) do not over-drive your own head-
lights
. . :
•
'
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. )
'"lien I> y Is Cone So. Slice Film (sh)
Feels with the driving of a err at sundown and the safe prac-
tices that are necessary.
s It "o th IF le
?
lorn. So. (si. )
Depicts traffic violations made by a drinking driver, and
shows ow the public can cooperate with the police to ring
about the apprehension of such offenders.
lee tin- Tre _ ^ irki; _ river So. Sli e Fil:. (a )
Received first award by American Automobile Association,
Loti >n Piet c Traffic St fety Committee, as the most effective
sound-slide film on traffic safety during 1939 * A dramatic
ow nev sole . ic tests me being used in drunk
drivin cases.
1 runic ..rivers 1 on . 3o. (si)
A lea. .e 'is: •' If you drink, don't drive. 11 S
Low a tragic accident ruins a young lusoand's c-reer.
Short Stops lornn. Si. (sh)
On the principle that the more ’-e know a'oout the brake the
safer we will ‘ ", picture explains operation of the perfected
hydraulic brake.
Goof £ 35mm.
,
lomm. Si. (sh)
Presents a series of episodes cased upon traffic accidents
that actually have occurred. Adapted, by one city for use as
a part' of the safety Ln
.
F
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)
Carelessness lorn ,. So. (eh)
This film was made by taking pictures of accidents and then
recreating scenes showing the cause.
Cn be cord So. Slice Film (eh)
Shows how drivers who report all accidents— even those involv-
ing minor damages—not only help to "bring about safe streets
and highways, out also assist in creating other improved driv-
ing conditions for their own protection.
Stop This Hill in- Inm . So. (sh)
This film illustrates rhet the Georgia State Highway Patrol is
doing to cut down accidents on the : ighway.
Highway i.ani^ lorn . So. (sh)
Sponsored "by the Hew Jersey Highway Commission. Interviews
of traffic authorities by Lowell Thomas. Langerous driving
hazards are illustrated and correct methods given.
Sere"'drive ::s ... d Screvgj a~< rs 1 C T . So. (sh)
The first half is a condensation of "Screwdrivers of 19^0, "i±i
which Lew Lahr, movie comedian, illustrates what happens tothe
screwy driver. In the second half Lon "ilson, radio announcer
plays the part of a screwy jaywalker. Tea.ches safety lesson
~ith humor and ri. icule.
Safe Roa.de 15mm. Ri So. (sh)
Takes a tip from the railroads and show how care, caution,
attention to signals, and use of safety device while driving
an Letter. Laon ier and accident-free enjoyment.

"I " a od 11 cycle I-I et~ r ( Co/, ' t
. )
J C C t 16 . So . Fi] .
Designed to (l) acquaint the public with the many things a typ-
ical city police department does to help prevent traffic acci-
dents, (2) illustrate how die courts function in the in-
terest of public safety, and (3) present an appeal for etter
compliance with traffic regulations.
Lea th T aloes ho halide y So. Slide Film (sh)
A dramatic presentation of the casualties resulting from traf-
fic accidents. Presents fistions for icing accidents.
Just A Thovo ht Iv. i. Si. (jh-sh)
Illustrates the correct ?nc incorrect motorist and pedestrian
jtices; also emphasizes the rowing use of universal t 1-
fic signals.
Peath 1 - s 35 Slide Fi] - )
Fra. e
'
"or the instruction of r vy pere->nnel s part o the
r training program at the Naval Training Station. A
valuable de . )nstr tier t safe?; pecestri n conduct.
-
1~ e : i. lo j fety 1;> So. (sh)
liany of the unsafe things pe< estri? 2& do are illustrated y
e, giving the picture a great hor.o .
- 1 - ?
1 . Sli e Film (j -
Ira ffic safety film illustr, tiny the daily ha: rds facing
those 13c, e hi cycles ?i e,
transportation.
.-
.~ c c- "r t;
'
( 0:< ' t . )
•-
f
e t y Ch? .pi :>r.s lomm . So. (eh)
Abe Jenkins teaches a lesson in safe driving in story form.
Pa r^c e Of Oha. . : ions Ion':. So. (sh)
I pn interview with Sr : Mane ..ice, i .school re orter r
tolcl that the all-star driver is like the all-star sportsman
and must observe the seme rules.
Forme t ions 1 Smr
. , 35 rnrn * So. (sh)
Stresses courtesy as a means of preventing traffic accidents.
Character, "Invisible Back Seat Driver," points out hazardous
driving tactics and horn they should be corrected
.
S cr e?;d r ive is Of 1 9^0 16mm. So. (sh)
Chiefly an advertisement to encourage drivers to join the
"Share The Road Club* sponsored b he Shell Oil Co..
It's Uc To Us_ l6mm.
, 35ram * So. (sh)
Shows how driven. • ste gasoline and oil i t high speeds, and
bufn up rubber through improper stops, scraping curbs, epeed-
,
jamming on brakes, turning corns fast.
Over Here lomm. So. (sh)
An appeal for safety by Eddie Riclcenbacker . Opens with pic-
tures of various gruesome Torid Tar 1 scenes and a description
of the horrors of war by Rickenbacker,. This is followed by a
comment on the number of deaths resulting from hi-hwc «. cci-W w *
c ents
.
.
.•: .1 cycle ~et" ( : : ' t
. )
The Tip-Off lomm.
, 35m ' • So. (eh)
^ Ko r" best to Fateh
happen next ie illustrated in this picture. Shows some of
the thing's to watch which provide tip-offs for safe driving.
Inertia 35m • So. Slice Film (eh)
inertia as applied to safe driving.
The importance of sloping up for curves and. starting slowly
ie explained.
Uncle Jim Tel Is 1 Em lorn .. So. (eh)
An interesting dramatization of safe rules for driving.
Second Commandment l6m.. Si. (sh)
Emphasizes the fact that the safeness on streets and highways
depends in a large measure on the thoughtfulness and the con-
sideration of each driver.
Turnabout inn 35mm.
,
l6mm. So. (sh)
An amusing portrayal of poor manners on the highway. Shows
why bad manners in driving are not only just as out-of-place
as in society, out are much nore dangerous.
Guilty Ion:. So. (eh)
Story of a young man who disregards the persistant warning of
his brother-in-
1
"
t
careful driving. Considerable spe-
^
cific traffic safety information included.
i
r
"
:s 'P- 6 Udot^ 1 6m n So. (sh)
The traffic experiences of a. sbi ev fc whimsical, although ty -
__
cal, driver and pedestrian. It received the national award.

Hi,-. And -i cycle Sr hcty (Co ' t
.
)
it r -- £ —- c Sr jt ( Con ' t .
;
for the best otion picture on traffic safety produced in
19 *14 .
Ir iving Hr- v.rrf
r
1 6mm . Si. So. (6h)
The mein thesis of the film is that careful, courteous and
considerate drivers mill keep out of accidents. A number of
sucm-estion for safe driving arc given illustrated.
Safety Fa ctors Si. Film Strip (sh)
The maintenance of brakes, steering gear, horn, lights, and
windshield wiper is demonstrated. Points out that safe, care-
ful driver rtant safety factor of y vehicle.
Use Skicc inr ' pOmm. So. Slide Fil.
.
(sh)
A fast- oving film exp! bring the major causes of winter traf-
fic casualties. Tells the driver what he can do to avoid acci--
dents durirr -'re irtei mont-.s
.
..ire Over .lot or So . SI ice - i 1 . > ( sh
)
Emphasis is placed on the necessity for olear thinking, good
judgment, caution, and care i p eve ting c< ideate - rile c "liv-
ing. Gruesome scenes illustrate the results .
Tre f f ic Jam Ah- ead So. Slice Film (sh)
Outlines a practical progra for post-war traffic safety spon-
sored by *1-2 national organizations.
.--.icycl inr " ith Safety l^mm. So. (el-jh-sh)
How to ride bicycles with safety and avoid accidents.
I
~i
-v '-
~
~
.;le cf ' » 1 t
. )
It's - rt or ..nr ' c r In . Sc. [ 0 \ — el_
)
The tragedies that result from carelessness on streets ncl
highways are depicted in t] ry of combat veteran sur- •
vivor of three years of warfare, ~ho returns to . eet death on
the highway. Lowell Thornes is the narrator.
S- fe leeirr"— Sefe Jriving ' J5TlV" • So. Slide Film (sh)
A technical presentation of the night accident problem. The
causes of nip t accidents ere discussed a.nc a brief is pre-
seated. for improved ' ighwey lighting ae the lest ..tea ns for
preventing these accidents.
Forsesense Vs . Ho re mover lorrr.n. So. (eh)
Illustrates notoi.ist responsibility on the ro d in order to
prevent dangerous r.c idents.
P ilo ts . f I. e i ' ~ : •
'
So. Slide Hi" • (e )
Good lessons for all motorists.
Trafiic S . ct~ Jfuiu. So. (sh)
Hit-set of four sound slice films presentin'" tie principles of
inertia
.
Trio rule . f Safety T5m ’ u
- 5°. (sh)
phasizee p needs for traffic safety—Good roads. Good Drivers
Good cars. Pictures sound driving practices.
Coffins , n ...eels “Fra. So. (sh)
Exposing unscrupulous used ca.r dealers who are responsible for
many disasters on the Ha t ion ’ s highways enc the need of care-
ful inspection of anv purchased car.
'.
y .. d hio;~clc S - ' c t
v
( Cor ' t .
)
Hell bull
n
1 t ha ve him lora : . Jo. (sh)
eff-r-ence to the c' relese *nd heedless driver and the results.
The ..evil l£ J.r:~- vin- - 3?mm - So. (eh)
Feature picture s' owi ig cp mp» i ;;n by list . Attorney to end
highway accidents. Emphasis on c.rurhen driving.
The .Riant T o Lri ve lomrn. So. (sh)
A dramatic explanation of the purpose end operation of typi-
cal state Safety-Responsibility Lev.
Ry.t : 1 ~.ti ve ...r cl tc r T Tr
-
-i rr‘ n~~ let-Set 1
^
& 2
_
35m • Si- Slide
Film (sh)
A complete instructional ctud3r on the mechanical principles
and operation of tie autonilile.
If It Ha opens So. Slide film (sh)
A fast-moving program, explaining and demonstrating what to do
after an accident.
: > ring Your Pity S-f e So. Slide Film (sh)
Setting up a traffic safety program in a community.
let Go in.? 1 or . So. (sh)
Explains acceleration and deceleration in automobiles in terms
of inertia, with many illustrations from other types of equip-
ment .
I- ore e per er lomm. So. (sh)
An explanation of the meaning of horsepower in relation to the

i _ l : ~~cf e . ' r 1 - ( ~o> 1 1
. )
Eye ra.ulics 1 5 mv : . So. ( sh
)
Principle of hydraulic pref e—hyn 1 ' ~ ' .
h h Jw ~ .e .. J ' ~ 1 ir, . . So. (sh)
Illustrates visual principles which apply at night. Sum- ar-
izes six important rules for after-dark hit y safety.
Lcr .ling About Turniy lo So. (sh)
A short e p to turn a car around.
Or: The Level l6ir 1 So. (sh)
A picture taut explains the working of the front wheels in
traveling over rou^h surfaces.
Power l6mm. So. (sh)
Shows the workings of the pie tons and a ving ports of an auto-l
tobile
.
Power ''it: in lomm.
, 35rL . Si. (sh)
Story of internal combustion engine (silent version, of ‘‘‘There
kilea~e Levins’ 1 )
: id i.n^ The Fil
m
lomrn. So. (sh)
explanation of the oil i l e car.
5: : r r t • Str ’t£ lv . So. ( Sh )
An explanation of the working of the clutch and the trans-
mission.
Soft I ecal l 'm. . So. (sh) *
The workings of the clutch.
c ; inning Levers lorn a So. (sh)
Explana t i on of the t rensm i e sion of the auto . tot Lie
.
.I jm!
r.
4
.
r
'3,y
... ic"de 1- ~'ct" (Coi 1 1
. )
: I.. ; t Z':- T lo-'i . bo. (sh)
A brief picture on the brakes of the automobile, anc. how they
operate
.
here 1-ilea .^e be ~ins lorn:
.
,
So. ( sh)
Animated description of what makes the parts of an automobile
Lne — an in* ide if what makes the wheels go round.
'"ith Care l6mm. So. (si )
Shows how truck drivers :ake safety records. Highway courtesy
instructions for all drivers.
And Sucden leath l6m.i. So. (sh)
Emphasises .dangers of drunken driving and speeding. .
Trained To Serve 16m. So. Color (el-jh)
Promotion film on need for training Patrol, ember, e
to Let up and conduct summer Patrol training camps.
A .. i . t 11 r lor. . 3i. (s'. .)
G
€ p] ctices in drivin - •• r r produced by dhio High School.
Around The Corner l6m :: . So. (s':)
An Ideal explanation of the erential of a car.
Aut omobi 1 e Lnbr i c? t i on lSrnm. Si. (sh)
Correct methods of lubrication of c^r.
Current Fla £ he s l6mm So. (sh)
A very brief picture of the workings of the generator, voltage
regulator end battery.
Curve Control lornni. So. (sh)
A lemonstrat ion of how various types of vehicles are steered.

I. • .
~~ ~ "
r : ,;c ( ? ’ t
. )
The C- soline Trs 11 lomc . So. (eh)
Sho^s the trail of a drop of gasoline from the tank to the ex-
haust .
? ire Oontr i-h l6mm. So. (eh)
Displays graphically
;
with animated ciagrr s, the control of
internal combustion in the auto.: coile engine.
.. rce ..ir Ion ; So. (sh)
Shows the relation of air and gasoline end. the approximate
amount of air needed to drive a car £ die.
Adventure Of Jimm.~ 1 om . Si. (el-jh)
Adventure of a boy as he learns the necessary elements of
h i ghway s af e t y
.
Aneri cr 1 s S- '"est Git” oi: . Si. ( sT )
What Evanston, 111,, has done to make city safe for children.
. 16 . )
A school safety film on the precaution of accidents*
Chen: ions At The "h eel lorn • . So. (eh)
It is designed to correct the fa.ulty driving habits of the pro-
fessional drivers. The most frequent causes of accidents are
discussed in such a way as to make this film beneficial to all
who drive.
behind The ,'heel l6mm. So. (sh)
This picture, photographed from the driver’s viewpoint behind
the wheel, teaches the correct way to drive an automobile.
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Hi<fhr? v And 3i c^cle S - fety ( Con ' t
. )
tt ..'ene - ?e-:ee A T~~" J.d >-- if to. (sk)
Gruesome scenes Bhow results of careless and reckless c rivinr
.
O

Recreatione 1 S ? f e t y
Chen C- re July ytl l'. ... So. (el-„‘ -sh)
Graphically presents tie cere c gainst the unrestricted sale
and use of dangerous types of fireworks and also offers a safe
and sane solution of celebrating- Independence Day.
C; ti .h'.d r d : 1 -
s
lo So. Si. (el-ju-sh)
Demonstrates shills needed to prevent accidents in boats and
;
proper met. " id getting under way;
iquee ir 1 . .. aars; complete sel rith over-
ned boat; boat rescues of swimmer in smooth water; surf
rescue from launching to safe return; basic canoe paddling
strokes, cow and stern; changing positions, picking up pass-
engers .
Vr cat ion 5^ f ety l6m . . Si. (el-j' )
e ; 1 . ' ...
ing prec i ' ns. 2. Dor ting-. .. correct method of
handling boats. J . Safe Cond.it i ns in Camp... the dangers freer
broken glass and poison ivy. Fire uni Icing. . .correct me-
thods for building and extinguishing campfires.
Safety d,t ?!' - lum i. Si. ( :r)
e pla
of play equipment; good habits of play; proper cere of the
playground; and first aid for minor injuries.
-
-
.
.
c
'
, : Slides ( -el)
Series of Lantern Slides instructing c ildren of the necessity
of safety while at play.
i
C C C
:
~
'
-
1
. ]
Pier . :"£ Slide Si”.a (pr)
A series of "Slides meant for younger children shoring clearly
safety at play.
Ss ety At hr .r .. ,d At Pl f.y Si. F l*! 'trip (el-Jii)
Safety precautions in school gynma s iur.is
,
corridors, playgrounds
etc. .
Tr=i ired To Serve lornm So. Color (el-jh)
A story of how the Chicago hotor Club trains school safety pa-
rol leader in camp. Scenes e ow ' cys engaging in sports,
with their bends, learning how to recognize poison ivy,
sv ironing
.
t Price F n ti Of Jv.l
~
3 c . So.
.
(el-jl -sh)
A story of the right and wrong way to celebrate the Fourth.
Actual scenes of in; inec end wounded.
Safety Cn l6mm. So. Color; So. Slice Film (jh-sh)
A portrayal of the ri£ht and ^rong way to handle hunting
arcs. The need for every scene shorn is documented by the
accident record.
The lie bin- Of A Shooter lorn : Si. So. Color ( jh-sh)
Designed to advance the proper handling of firearms and to
help beep shooting a safe sport, fhile the picture is pri-
marily 8 safety film, it also presents in a most effective
manner the recreational appeal and character-building possi-
bilities of hunting and other forms of shooting.
44
-.cere - t ional Sp.fety ( Con ' t
.
)
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Blr-stirr Onp lomr . 60. Color (el-jl-sh)
resigned to acquaint the public end especially children, with
tl e dangers of '.'lasting cepe. Dr* natic -interest si ry,
centering around an Air Force flier on furlough ana his young-
er " rather -find sister end their friends.
Aim For Safety lomra. So. Color (jh-sh)
"Aim For Safety” shows the proper safet]^ procedures which
everyone should follow who ^oes into the woods, field, or
marshlands in search of game.
Se "ety Ahoy lamm. So. Color (jh-sh]
Filmed in picturesque waters, this motion picture covers the
.
for the h-.'dling of snail cr- ft includin'" :o* oats, s dll oats
a ic '.notor' oats.
ho oh
.
-1- c .me — S-- : e t Ion . ho. Co" or (jh-sh)
n, Li e And—Safety gets over to f is! .lug enthusiasts the
idea that they may get pleasure c r.c" en
u
n e t h f v-
•: *. ite sport and still observe the common-sense rules of safety.
>

Industrial 2 A r 2 /
S? f et ~ 2 .~. The - : c lorn. So. (j‘.
1 she accidents and s'.. ore. how p perva-
sion or inadequate training ~g c \h c :€-.! : •• f c ind tl esc
11 ac id ents . 11
Sg - c U l. e Of Tools lSi '1 . So. (el)
Ate such simple tools sci > i
,
knoves
,
hamm&rs,
8 files, clamps
,
end. other small implements, shown in the
1 e .. e.,.t : play t ound end in the backyard
.
Safety In The ha chine Shoo Lantern Slides (jh-sh)
Lantern Slices showing the ext re ne care needed in ti e use of
machinery in t'. e shop.
S? : sty ith " nod" .ir.w h. chinery L r ntc rn j" ides (el-j -eh)
A series of Lantern Slides Bhowing the basic woodworking ma-
chinery, and it’s proper use, in order to avoid ents.
7 rh ' s For Tools So. Slide Film (el-jh-eh)
An interesting story of the safe use of sajS.11 hand tools,
It around the four rules; select the right tool, be sure
it’s in good condition, use it properly, put it away safel 3T .
For Safety 1 s Sake 35mm.
,
l6mm.
. So. (jh-sh)
This fast-moving film demonstrates clearly how to use, inspect
and care for portable power tools.
-
'heel Safety if ;...
. So. Color (jh-sh)
Covers all of the principal causes of grinding wheel breakage
enc emphasizes need for proper guardin'?.

Industrial S, : c t~~ ( Con ’ t
.
)
La ^orator; Ola saw- re So. Slide Filr. (sh)
Illustrates safe practices that should he followed v. en hand-
ling various types c glees apparatus in the laboratory.
burni g She £•• f e r- leer . So. (sh)
remonstrates safeguards every burner should take to protect
himself one co-workers. Emphasizes the importance of proper
dress, use of sa ,'ety eq -’.pment provided, and observance of
safe ™ro rk methoc e
.
"'eldin.^ The Sc f e v,a
y
lom... So. (si )
This filr;: covers fundamentals of s> fety in v:elding opera clone
'"el : e s To Yo. r Ye - 1th So. Slide Film (eh)
Cove : oth actural and imagined health hazards of welding,
heals with electric ^elding of carbon steel Dnly
,
not alloys
.
Y..ur Eyesi I.t lorn... Si. Color (.jh-sh)
Depicts the structure of tie eye. Methods of pr tecting ec^es
in industry and preventing accidents are shown.
5.1 1 t Cri The hose lonri So. (sh)
Eow best to fit safety goggles and glasses to the individual
for protection.
S i eh t Cecnrit' r lom:. So. (jh-sh)
Dramatizes highlights of Milton M. Bowman-* s forceful presen-
tation on the importance of eye protection, which convinces
workers they ought to wear goggles when their job requires it
'
I 1 . • [c
ss.y Can Y :>u ? So. Slic?e Fil: (jh-sL)
Eyes— their importance, how they function, their c*re end
protection.
The Eyes Have it 3 3mm - So. Fil;.. Strip (eh)
A dramatic appeal for the use of goggles. Their value and
importance is demonstrated in case histories of eye accidents
_e f r- .? '-ices In hub- ' ~ h '• Kit 3i. Film Strip (el-jh-£ )
fit contains 3 fi Ins trips on basic sc ool shop safety (applie
a le to all shops) and 1^ filmstrips on woodworking tools end
machines—a total of 22 diBcueeional slidefilms with the sub-
ject natter arranged in lessons.
Livin’- In _A ''".chi e A'-e Si. Fil - Strip (el-jh)
reals ’-ith accident hazards brought about by the machine age.
To L ive In lerbuess lSmm. So. (jh-sh)
A sound film telling the importance of goggle safety through
the eyes of a blind worker.
Ky Eye Leal 3
5
mm • So. Film Strip (jh-sh)
A cartoon in color stressing the importance of good eye pro-
tection.

^irst Aid.
j A
'
~-
~ I i 5 8
_____ ___
Si . So. (
Sho^s various approaches and holds used in rescuing -ru en-
dangered swimmers . puesuscit r tic ethods shorn include .se
of inns 1- tor.
he ~ . is;., h lC ~ ' - ' . So. (s’
’
phrenic nerve; gaseous excahnge in lur >ody tie.
including pat; V ioal conditions; and the Schrefer method
of artificial es;ix tion.
Aid- • i 35 . .
Shows .roce u es in caring . or r.n ii g . e pc on til aec'.ical
ives; :ii . if t he
,
e u inati on ror
of tourniquet nd splints.
S~r i And live lonm. So. Si. (el-J* -sh)
Film illustrates the comprehensive training in shimming the
h y is giving its men as nn aic emergency. In 1
hole ing rent.: under 7v ten, floating eit :.ei free down :>r ,n
the heel:, various fund, mental sri .ring strobes.
help "anted lorn :. So. (el-jh-sh)
For beginners in firs aid. Shows techniques of first aid.
in first aid station. Incidents causing bleeding wounds, cir-
: ;
leedi methods of stoppi]
leering
.
.:
.-.if' (
0
~j
r. ' t
.
)
.
__i . j i6 3i. (el- )
Stresses import- rce of immediate care for minor wound s . Shows
proper method of lyir fcerilc i es.
~irs t . . i : — C r rr~'~in~' The Injured l'vm. Si. (el-jh-sh)
owe methods of making ' stretchers in emergencies
and how to carry injured persons without stretchers.
i f i ... i
'
— Sr J: v
___
I e in ’ Si. So. Slide f ilm ( j -sh)
Shows accepted methods of control of teri-1 rnd venous
hemorrhage in various Tiers of the hod}’’.
t\ at c r • n i • ;• j t ..id l6rn So. (el-j -sh)
Cives basic information contained in standard courses for be-
ginners in first ^id. Depicts series of accidents. Shows
whet not to do. correct manner of handling accident cases,
and first aid treatment for shock, treatment of heeding.
Ei--?t Aid lun So So. S7i^e Film (ji.-sh)
After first aid is defined, the procedures advocated, by the
American fed Cross in rendering first aid treatment are sug-
gested rnd demonstrated
.
learn To 3win 35mm - , lonin. So. Si. (el-jh-sh)
Demonstrates and teaches swimming by confide ice method, in-
cluding the basic strokes end kicks. Emphasis is placed on
learning the fundamentals in shallow ’;e
,
Sen in deep water
end the necessity for practice.

First Ale (Con't.)
Life spying; J5 ra • > l6mrr . 3o. Si. (jh-sh)
An excellent film for safety in swimming. Shows various pro-
cedures in rescue wort and. also Scha.fer Prone-pressure method
of artificial respiration.
c
r
_ e . lni~- iCz . So. (el-jh-sh)
An appeal to youngsters to swim in supervised places where
there is lifeguard protection r ther in the treacherous un-
supervised areas. Health information is combined with the
appeal to safety.
JeTore The :.octcr Gnr ( lo : . So. Si. (jh-sh)
Reel 1—A Chart of the arteries, drawn on a man’s body, indi-
cates the major pressure points. Reel 2—Artificial respira-
tion. Ho t" to care for burns. Reel p—Le~ fractures. How to
-
• >ly half-ring, in irieed splints* Reel ’’—Arm fractures.
How to apply Hurray-Jones
;
improvised splints. Transporting-
victims .
Hi re t Hid Of ...incr Cut s l6m . Si. (el-jh-sh)
Showing the necessary cere and treatment of even the s .allest
of cute, in order to prevent infection.
per: .-or Infection pf :<v So. Slide Film (el-jh-sh)
Story features workman who cuts finger, then scoffs at irst
aid and is ordered to first aid room by foreman. ' e ving
finger treated, he learns from the doctor greet dangers in
neglecting even the smallest cuts or injuries.

101
0 i ,, s t ( Ocn ' t
.
)
£-
-1;:::: ing :g • Beginners lo ... So
.
(el- jh-sh)
p
swimming, from the conquest of fear, to "breathing, kicking,
arm strokes ana coordinated deep water swimming.
.
•
. t i .
.
___
: c I
,
:-c:
'
'
e Film (j. -si )
Slice film showing the immediate care, treatment and carefully
removing the injured, so °s cot to cause further injury.
c/"i . in<
-
— The ?e.-' i nner lowu So. (el-„" ’ )
Basic instructions for the e ;inne • in swimi ing.
Artif ici^- 1 Respiration A:ic Its U s c
e
Slide Film (jh-sh)
An explanation of the effects of artificial respiration on the
human body, and the various uses.
'"pnc'-^inc1 ? rts !_ And 2_ Slice Film (jh-sh)
Two elide films showing the various types of bandages, their
purpose s , "• nd us e fnines s
.
Fra ctures Slice Film (jh-sh)
Various types of bone fractures shown and their immediate
tree tment
.
"founds Slice Film (jh-sh)
Simple cuts, punctures, abrasions etc. are shown and their
first aid treatment.
Ani nits In a :i lorn : So. (el-jh-sh)
A hoy Scout promotion film. The film shows the ability of a
scout to render irstaid at time for injury, due to his first
aid training.
/
-
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- 1 Ale (Con't.
)
hirst Ale "rcatnent For SnR:e ... 1 t r 1 Smr . 1 i
. { J 1
-
, 1.)
First aid tree trnent includes calming ti e patient,- Daring- wound
,
applying tourniquet, using inhalant, .a?.Icing incisions apply-
ing suctions to remove poison, loosening tourniquet, etc..
Poisonous ins lies C f The Uni ted Str tes Si. Fill: Strip ( jh-s .)
Shows various ty of poisonous shakes found in the U. 3.
Symptoms of poisonous snake bite, first-aid treatment, and pre-
cautions are also presented.
First Aid For Ges l6mm. So. ( jli-sn)
Fow to recognize by odor and effect four main types of gas.
Shows first aid treatment.
Ter, per- ture
.
Pulse And e s ; ir t.ion lo . Si. (jh-sn)
Demonstrates how to take the pulse, te per- ture and respiration
explaining how to accomplish it methodically.
Heads Up lorara. Si. So. ( jh-eh)
Demonstrates ways to avoid' common swimming haz rds:
means of "fescues without risks," tests for condidates for
Red C s life saving courses, swimming techniques adapted to
life saving, ways to approach s drowning person, parrys, grip
releases, carries.
i 1 struct ion Series 1 ” S
.
(el-jh-
A series of three films produced by the U. S; Dept, of Agri-
culture in cooperation with the American Red Cross for the
beginner and the advanced students of swimming.
i
b i r £ t . 1 1 ( Con 1 1
.
)
hr tt hrm -,c h i r 3"~1 iu~ Tech :i ~-.es " " , ;o (el-j] -r ;
Matt Mann, well-known swimming coach at the University of
Michigan, acts ; e cotl instructor end. narrator. Slo^- otion
photography makes f. i el oc's natural and easy to under-
stand.
o’- Scout l.et ocs f J:~ . 'x out h- bt' 7 1 " Si. (el-jl -eh)
hirst scenes illustrate, in a conical manner, he not to go
s vout saving a crooning person. gr-'up of boy Scouts then
,c uoy
,
a boat, a log and a stich. Correct and in-
ere sho^n; procecu es to folio 7’ in e. t; - vd e iteri : a
submerges ce ice end rowboat.
Elm e'-tary h c-tice Of L if ese v in
-
l r So. (jh-sh)
Hof to gain control of victim by surface and underwater ap-
proaches .
h.-im Or Sin 1 : lCm . So. (el-jh-eh)
A Trentlend "lice Sportlig1 t produced by pa J ‘. e, in r ich Jo" nir.
Her i
swimming the American crawl. Part of the picture if devoted t
swimming practice on the side of ?r. outdoor pool.
Lady Life luerds l6m . So. (jh-eh)
A presentation of the thorough treiniiu given girl life gu rds
on duty et liar hattan beech, N. Y. A re : cu.e scene is shown in
'-I 1 |H^H
.
_
,r\r.ich a child is brought safely to shore - nd eeuscitc ted.
Ice dee cue 1 fu . So. (
j
'
-eh)
reveloped throught the cooperation of the health and Safety
Service rid the P ysicnl Education deport neat of the State
College of Ilassr chv.sette . Several Senior Scouts at Ami erst
,
Massachusetts
,
went through the ice p.t temperatures varying
from ten to twenty ?
•
ove zero to demonstrate the techniques of
ice rescue.
Lc--.r':- . .A L ' v
e
if. Si. ( u h-sl;)
A dangerous trip by automobile to a- mine nod a first aid class
wrong methods and practices in administering first aid.
Xee o iut I- 'c cti mi (el-^h-sh) So elide film
heals with the source end prevention of infections. Section
devotee to care of injuries.
i i 1 (
j
This is a visual training course for first aid, composed of 19
slide fil e ith recorded lectures. Produced in cooperation
with the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Bureau" of Aeronautic,
United States Uavyu
1 nc le 'ith 0? rc if,,mi. So. (jh-sh)
A practical first - h il . Shows how improper first aid can
e ie
,
ive specific "do 1 1
’'dan 1 ts :l for handling accident victims in an e/e- r .cv.
.
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1
»
( Con 1 1
.
)
Film Ale To First Aid Series Si. Fil Strip (., :-ei )
Artificial Respiration, Bandaging, Control of bleeding,
es, Wounds, and Transportati ' b e i v - red are in-
cluded .
Emergency First Aid lomm Si. So. Color (jh-sh)
A complete series for classroom or group instruction. Titles
fil ; 2ding-~Resuscitation—Shock; Treatment
of Wounds and Burns; First Aid in Fractures; Fixed-Traction
. linting; Tr e Injured; and Roller Bandaging.
E :\e nenc * F ru ction F: F-. e Ti a L t ' .1 F ji -ci es f The
>nes 15mm. Si. (sh)
Two attendants demonstrate tie epplic tion of the Keller-Blake
end Murrey-Jones splints to the lo^er lea and upper extremity
fracture. It is pointed out that a fractured humerus re-
quires little traction.
rency Splintin'" For Fractures Of Louver Extre :ity lomm. Si.
(sh)
Shows in ceta.il contents and use of doctor's automobile frac-
ture kit. A doctor and tno assistants arrive at the scene of
an accident and apply a Thomas splint.
First Aid In Transportation Of Fractures Of Ley, Spine And
Arm iSmm. Si. (sh)
Demonstrates substitute methods when Murray-Jones and Kellar—
Blake Splints are not available.
First Aid In Transportation Of- ack Injuries l6m.n Si. (sh)
A short presentation on the handling of possible back injuries.

? i l £• t ^ic ( Cor 1 1
. )
. irst Aid In Transportation .? ^ cl: Injuries ( Con 1 1
.
)
Incorrect and correct techniques in transporting- victims are
demonstrated
.
hi ret Aic .. ~ nc :: • in-- 1 m. . . Si. (jh-sh)
After a dressing- is defined, descriptions and illustrations of
various kinds of dressing’s are shown. Various kinds of band-
ages are also shown. Film concludes with some "don't." of
"band a ring.
re vc - 1 ion . . '.d I re i : e 7 -c? ^ ic • t
__
..t'
n
et ic Ty^es 3f
Injuries lbm .i. Si. (sh)
This film shows the most efficient methods of ta ing with ad-
hesive, elastic adhesive bandages and with Ace all-cotton and
Ace lastex bandages. Starting with the ankle, it shows both
preventive measures
,
enc methods for i .ec'i te core of athletic
injuries, such as various knee handaging techniques, tendon
and muscle injuries, groin d .. Lone injuries, rib and
shoulder, e’ .ow, wrist End fingers.
in- I € c . . l~ ..c lom.:. 3i. (sh)
An advertising film for ike-Wet hesive tape, showing how
parts of oo&y are protected by taping- before participation in
games or practice to prevent injuries.
^u .n.er Safe So. Slide Film (jh-sh)
How to be safe in the summer. Contains information on insect
bites, poison ivy, malaria. Lest exhaustion, etc..
.c
7' e 3_ Body In First Aid lSmm.So. Si. Color (sh)
To apply first aid understendingly
,
it is recess ry to know
'
relationships. This film uses anatomical and human models, a
imation, dissecting "
,
nd other resources to give quick,
comp x ehensive introduction.
i 1 j . t.i .1 i
;
— In;; .vies ^nd ..ceil cut s l' ... . So. (sh)
Various types of Occidents and how they are treated in the
Army ere shown. Eye injur ies
,
suffocation, fainting, drown-
ing, electric shock, burns, heat stroke, sunstroke, and foot
blisters
.
hinutes That Count—parts 1. 2 l6ram. So. C lor (sh)
Film including Stp pi .. fcerial Bleeding, frees open founds,
end Artificial Respiration, Fractures And Lis' ions.
First Aid Zr. Trans ortr t~. ~ - f re ctures Ion: . . Si. (sh.)
Illustrates method for applying improvised splints.
-Re (
The essential first steps to stop bleeding, and to restore
breathing and consciousness. Serious wounds, as well as such
e com on incidents as nowe-bleed, ere dealt with. Path of
chief blood vessels and essure points to check hemorrhage*
Resuscj Lon technique. Treatment for shock and fainting.
First Aid. In Fre ctures lorn: .. So. (jh-sh)
Beginning with the simplest emerge
.cy splinting, the use of a
newspaper or magazine for a forearm splint without traction,
i
first A if In Fr- cdr es (don't.)
tie reel takes the student steo-by-step through more difficul
treks to the final s hinting for -r t’igh fracture.
Transporting The Injured. l6mu. So. (sh)
First the best means of carriage, r> regular Army type stretch
er, an' then several emergency types ere demonstrated. Other
means of transport, such as ch'-if e, fireman's drag,
etc. are shown in detail.
L i fc u c * £ . " The- hi ' y So. Slide Fill (sh)
Made primarily for demonstrating proper highway first aid me-
thods. Describes the great dangers involved in ishandling
accident cictirns.
Ires dent Of hound s -rc _ ur ns lomm So. (jh-sh)
A sta d a rd first aid kil exa i . • e 1 i the chief items ex-
s tants. How to make ana use applicators.
Protection of sterile materials. Mt ny widelj veriee appclica
tions of triangular and other bandages, from simple to most
Tre.-r
x
r it for ' urns.Comdex us '*- s
.
:
Find inr ’S
n ecti lH ' ' ' • - fr r -p.-. -if
v-
'
— J — ** v- — «
r '-'- s *ound that on the whole ell sources of film supply were
most coppers tive. Eighty-five letters were sent out enc of
these Seventy-two replies were received. The percentage of
" >r.e was ap iroximately Eighty-five. However, the
author feels that the percentile may have been greeter, cut
due to post-war conditions, perhaps some organizations may
.
This . elief is substantiated when one considers that
Indus trafilm Inc. of Hollywood, Calif., Association of School
Film Libraries of New York, William E. Dudley Visual Education
-a • ice O- J ice ’0 end Sc ool Fi?.ms, lie. of ..oil'" ooc
,
Ca.lif.
have all gone out of business.
-ell and Howell of Chicago have been taken over by the
United
.
orId Films of he- York, while other companies that
formally handled safety films, such as Bray Pictures Corp. of
. ew York th e Ca1vin Compa.niee of IF:- n
s
a s C 1 1 y . ...o
. ,
Federal
forks Agency of lafih. L.C., John Hancock Life. Insurance Co.,
oi Boston, Pass., Pennzoil Co., of Pa. and U. S. Dent, of
Labor, hash. E. 1. have all withdrawn their films from public
use for one particular reason or mother. Again, The Film
vente- of :.r~ Yom nas oeen formed cy the merger of Audio—Film
i-i :raries and - . Y. Interna tional Theatrical and Television Co.
E.r. An is Co.
,
Luffalo huseum of Science, Greater New
6 University of Michigan have safety films
4.1
.only- to-aer-ools or -organ 1 pat Iona
;.
110
that are within a pertain limited radius of miles. Such
sources of film supply would therefore necessarily be only
of corresponding local value.
1-Iany films that are offered by some compt lies ha.ve lost
their usefulness. Such films are those that were produced for
war activities end w-.r safety. “Tor en And Machines." Tracer-
"omen At 'orb/* "Vigilance For Victory," "Extinguishing In-
cendiary bombs" are merely a "e 1- of the types of films that
ha.ve outlived their usefulness.
Some companies have produced Safety Film wit! the in-
tention of advertising their products, hut on the vhiole this
does not necessarily ea,n that the value of the film is imparec
t it i *s the benefit that can e de-
rived from such c film.
during the study of the material . t hand, it me found
that many film s have different Is ificatione. For example,
all films on £- i; l nr :• s * “ c ty are listed by some unde:
Vecre-ti on Safety, '"Vile others classify tier as First Aid.
Safety Films. Once again, the author accepted the • eneral
collective opinion on such films in their classification.
,.c .-o' . c rd - b: , v
Since the pr* marry purpose of tl is x_aper is to provide a
h?
.10 y source -f information :cr teas' ersor others that have
to do with Safety Education in the school situation, it is
suggested that once hevir determined t. e film desired, the
.rrif.ririP 'lv9± c-rms^t V f- • an i . ' id: C — 7

Ill
] efore • 1 i election. By so doing, not only would it be
.
would provide for a broader program* of Safety Instruct ic .
eort should be conducted a . te y every five years, since
films and sources of f continually changing.
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Ce relee cnees P.51
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0 r • . -ce : A Lifetime , Th
e
P-77
Chance To Lose, The p.64
Chaparral
0 ch
X • r
C e .it try :f Co , , The P.55
Che i is try . f Fire, The P.Fl
CoffinE On "heels P.56
Control Of Flo im-.a t- e Liquids P-53
Cr i ties Of Carelessness P.57
Current Flashes P.59
Curve Control P.59
Ep nvero' S hue ' s P .56
Danger On The Street P.75
Dangerous Trails p .79
Teeth Fever Takes A Holiday P.91
Eeath Takes A Eetour P.90
Leath Takes No Holiday P.52
Teeth Falks The Highway P. 52
Defensive Driving P .69
*
Devil Is _ riving, The P .67
Double Trouble P-57
Down The Gasoline Trail p.90

Do You Know? P. 6
l
: rivinr Ee.za.rcls P .35
Drv.nh ^rivers
I runic I riving
"lee 1 ' i.c 1 Safety P -51
Elementary Tactics .1 Lii e saving- p.103
Emergency First Aid p.105
Emergency Splinting; For Fractures Of- Lower Extremity p.105
Emerwerc^ fraction For S' fe Irs ns; or
t
1 cion 0-
Fractures'Of The Long Bones p.105
Every 10c; 1 s _r.siness P. 6S
Eyes Have It, The ?-97
Farm Fire P .55
Farm Inconveniences P . oO
Farm Safety Series P. 6l
Fight i hat Fire p.4-9
Film Aid To First Aid Series p.
Fire p.53
Fire Control p.90
Firemen Of The Forest p.5
1
^
Fire Prevention p.4q
Fire Pre- e it ion And Fire Fighting ?. 56
?ire Pre vc :ion A .d Ither Pr cc -uti ns ar , eldin'
And Cutting- P -53
Fire Protection P.43
Fire Safety p.43
.^ire Thief. The P .50

First Aid
First Aic Aandaging
m
First Aid-Care Of Minor 'founds
First Aid-Carrying The Injured
First jiid-Control Cf If ecir~
iirst Aic For G~b
First Aid For cunde Aid Fue r .res
First Aic1 In Fractures
Flrei Aid-Injuries ... " Acci e
First Aid In Trsnspo tin • Fractures
t h Ir Ti tion Of Back Injuries
'
- t Aid F i Trs n e portati -
••
' >
Spine And Arm
First Aid-Lifesaving And Resuscitation
_ i it Aid f Minor Cuts
Tirst Ovid Tr°inin: Series
First Aid Treatment For Sr,? re ~ite
First Steps In First Aid
Flame Frets
Foot faults
Forest Fires Or Game
Forest Fire FirPting In Tie South
Format ions
For Safety's Sake
For You o.nd Yours
Four Point Safety Lome
Fractures
P.95
p.ioS
P.99
P. 5
P-99
P.1C2
P.9S
P.107
P.107
F . 107
P.105
? . 1 0 F
?.9S
? . 100
P.10 1?-
P.102
?.99
p .51
p.
03
• 95
P .71
P.59
P.101

Friend Or Foe P.4-3
Free _.ir P.90
Get Going "~7~ •
(
Give And in P-73
Goofs ?. GO
Grinding '"heel Safety P-93
Guilty P. 34-
Hand Helpers P.62
H -i nc 1 ebar Hazards P.74-
Handle 'ith Cere
‘
P.104-
Heads Up P.102
Heedless Hurry, Endless "orry p . -7 6
Bell "ouldn’t Have Him p .37
Help 1 Anted p .93
Highway Hania ?. 31
Fit And Run or iver P-71
Home And Play P.p3
Homemade Grout 1 e P- 59
Home Safety P. 5S
Home Safe Home P .53
Hook, Line And Safety P.94-
Horsepower P .37
Horse Sense In Horsepower P .65
Horse Sense vs. Horsepower P.36
How To Oro ss A Street P-73
Ho?. patrols per- te P-73
'1
'
Human Eod 3r In First Aic , The P.107
Ice Rescue P.104
If It Happens p. 37
In Case Of Fire p .92
Inertia p.24
It Light Have Been You p .51
It 1 s Up To Us p.£$3
It’s '.anton Murder F.26
It's Your Home—Plan It Safely P.oO
Jack Finds A Way P-75
Just A Thought P.22
Keep Out Infection p.104-
Kitchen And Dining Room Safety P;63
Knight Falls, A. P.29
Knights In Khaki F.101
Know Your Car P .67
Know Your Doors P .70
Laboratory Glassware P .96
Lady Life Guards F.1Q3
Learn And Live p.ioq.
Learning About Turning P.22
Learning To ^rive P-77
Learn To Live
_ P .69
Learn To Swim P-99
Let's Be Friendly P.o2
Lifesaving P.100
'*
'
Life Savers Of The Highway P.103
Life's Too Short P.73
Little Things Count P .62
Live And Let Live P.70
Living In A he chine Are P-97
Look, Listen And Live P.73
Me king Of A Shooter, The P.93
Making Your City Safe P.37
Man At The The el, The P . 60
Man-E? no led P.53
Matt Mann And His S’ 'turning Techniques P.103
Mary Jones Coes To Court P . 32
Mechanism Of Lrat-ing P.9S
Mind Over Motor P .35
Minutes That Count Parts 1, 2, 3 P .107
Model For Safety P .62
More Dangerous Then Dynamite P.49
My Eye Depl P.97
My Model Farm P .60
~ight Driving P-79
ho Slips, ho Skids, ho Terrors P .72
ho Time For Coofers P.32
ho Time To Lose P.43
ho Use Skidding P.35
0 a r s And P ?. 6. dies P.92
Oh Say Can You See? P.97
i(
Oil Fire, Prevention Anc1 Extinguishment
Once Upon A Time
One Match Can Do It
One Lick Method Of Fire Fighting
One, Two, Three GoJ
Cn Guard For Safety
On The Level
Cn Record
On Two heels
Open For Infection
Other Fellow, The
Over Here
Parade Of Champions
Patrol Protection
Pedal Pushers
Pedal Your 'ay To Pleasant Places
peri of i c Ch e ckup
,
The
Pictures .and Songs For Prim- ry Grades
Pilots Of The Hi ;/hr r y
Plan For Safety
play It Safe
play Safe
Points For pecalers
Poisonous Snakes Of The United States
Power
Power v“ithin
p - 64
p. 4-9
p.54
P.66
p.7^
P.SS
P. SI
P .100
T-) ccP . 00
P.S3
P.33
p.74
P . 60
P.75
P.79
p .7
.
'
p.59
p.93
P.S7
p.102
p. is
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Safety Fa ctors P.3R
Sf fety F irst P.70
Safety From Home To School P.73
S? fety I: A Machine Aye p .73
Safety In I’umhers P .72
Safety In Playfny Ar.c. Recreation P.92
Safety In The Home P-57
Sc fety In The Sr dp P.95
Safety In The Machine Shop P.95
Safety On P.93
Safety On Two Wheels P .71
Safety On T' e P i hwr v P .69
Safety On The Streets P.74
Safety Patrol P .67
Safety Sleuth P.7R
Sr 'ety And Fr : . 6 c' ol P .65
Safety Tit; food •"orhiny Machinery P.95
: Seconds P .69
Safety Patrols P.74
Screwdrivers And Screw Jays p.gl
Screwdrivers of 1940 p.gv
Scout Methods Of "aterfront Safety P.103
Second Commandment P.34
P-57
p:6l
P-71
'
Sentinels Of Safety
Seven Million Hands
Seventh Coluhn
,
Short Stops
S i f: lit Security
P . 10
.
. S
1.2
Sinking '"heels P.66
Siren P.54-
Six Steps To Safety P.J8
Sixty Seconds To Safety P .50
Smoke P .52
Smooth Starts P .36
Soft Pedal P.S6
So You TTant A Eriver’e License P .79
Speaking Of Safety P.65
Spinning Levers P.66
Spinning Spokes 2-75
Stepping Pretty P-73
Steps To Safety P.62
Stitch In Time, A P.60
Stop Carelessness And Prevent - Accidents P.63
Stop Forest Fires P.4-9
Stop, Look and Live P .76
Stop That Car P.69
Stop This Killing P.61
Street And Highway Safety F.70
Street Safety For Advanced Grades P. 64-
Street Safety For Primary Grades P.64-
Strictly Personal P.ol
Summer Safe P.106

Swim And Live
Swimming For Beginners
Swimming Instruction Series
Sw i . nm i ng-The Le g inne r
Swim Or Sink
T £ ping Ted. ii cue
Teach Them To Lrive
Temperature, Pulse And Res ii tion
Ten Thousand Fires
Testing The I rinking L'river
Then Cane July fth
1
Tip-Off, The
Torn Joins The Safety Patrol
To Live In Farknees
Tomorrow's Irivers
Traffic Jr:. Ahead
Traffic Safety
Trained To Serve
Transporting The Injured
Transportation . f The Injured
Treasure Chest
Tre r ^ :ent Df “'ounds And _ums
Triangle C f S r fet
y
Trouble S 'tin T vr Crr
Turnabout lien
P.92
P.101
P.102
? . 101
P.103
P.106
p.:?
?. 54
p . 20
p .92
?. 5?
P.34
P .71
P-97
P-77
P .35
P.36
f •
P.103
? . 101
P. 62
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P.36
p.66
P.34
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Trees Tor Tomorrow P. TO
Uncle Jim Tells 'Era P. 64-
Use Of Tire Extinguishers ?. T2
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"hat Price Accidents P.70
That Price Fourth Of July p. 9p
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eel Of Chance p.69
T
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Tfhere ilileape Te ins p.69
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e A Ooose? p.76
Tny hot Live? p . 60
"isconsin School Patrol p 74.
”ith Care p.69
’lord To The Vise, A p.55
"orst :1 Farm Disasters p.55
bounds P .101
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X Marks The Spot - •
You Bet Your Life *'• :~
p
Your driving He'. lie :
Your Eyesight r.^o
Your Town A Safe Town r.,2
Youth Takes To The Highway P-77
t%
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9? Rock Island load
Quincy, lass.
ileB.r Sir,
I am prep ring an annotated bibliography
3f Safety Education films for use in 'flu ools.
This study is being conducted at noston University
under the directic of Dr- Leslie Irwin.
You can lend invaluable assistance in t. is
'
anriott ted. form, stating whether these films car. >e
aeed, rented or "borrowed; Iso the age group
to which the film is best suited. Perhaps your
latest fi' i catalogue contains this info : n t ' on and
if so will you kindly forward a copy.
Thanking you in advance for your assistance,
I am,
ere! re 9
mm
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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